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   Gain new prospects and turn them into clients
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The Financial Planning Process™ 
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Register Letters
We welcome all your comments, suggestions, ideas and
articles.  Please direct correspondence to: editor@iarfc.org
Letters may be edited for length and clarity.

Dear Register:

The editorial on the Certified Senior
Advisor (CSA) designation in “From the
Chairman’s Desk” in the March 2008
issue of the Register was surprising. (It
was also referred to in the April issue.)

Competence matters.  The IARFC has
continually promoted professionalism and
excellence as the cornerstones of
financial advisors rather than the
suitability standards for sales persons.  

The CSA designation does not comply 
with these principles.  50 hours of
volunteer work, a 3-day course, and a
non-technical “exam” cannot possibly
confer appropriate training for competent
advice.  And, as the editorial opined, if the
actual intent of the designation is to
better communicate with seniors then the
word ‘advisor’ should be removed from
the designation.

The IARFC should speak with a strong
voice in advocating for only meaningful
and accurate designations — especially
when designations contain the word
‘advisor’.  The public, clients, and
regulators expect no less than complete
honesty and transparency in advisor
qualifications.  It’s surprising the IARFC
thinks otherwise.

John Harris, Ph.D., CFP®, RFC®

Raleigh, NC

Response by IARFC:  

This is a communication issue, because
we are in agreement with Dr. Harris —
the Certified Senior Advisor (CSA)
designation absolutely does not equip an
individual to give financial advice to
seniors.  It was never intended to do so.
When the CSA program was first
developed in 1997 the goal of the
founder, Ed Pittock, was to equip financial
professionals as well as those from
healthcare and teaching to communicate
more effectively with seniors.

Unfortunately some advisors used this
designation to pretend they had received
financial training.  This was a fraud on

their part.  The curriculum never
addressed financial issues and all the
CSA literature was clear on that.

However, because some holders of the
CSA designation have used it improperly,
the Society of CSA  has gathered a “bad
rep” by regulators who are trying to blame
abusive sales tactics on a designation.

Let’s call it like it is.  Fraud is fraud.
The abuse took place because the 
sales reps were not honest or qualified —
it was not because of improper learning
as part of the CSA curriculum.  It would 
be just as fraudulent for a RFC to infer
that our qualifications have equipped 
him or her to guide the corporate 
financial operations of a pubic company —
as might a CPA or CMA.

The Society of CSA now has stringent
procedures in place to address improper
use of the designation.  They did not have
them at the outset.  Neither did all other
designations.  Everyone (RFC®, CFP®,
ChFC, CPA, etc.) started off granting 
their designations to qualified applicants.
Then each organization came to realize
that compliance and disciplinary activity
was necessary.  In all frankness every
designation could be administered 
better — both at their origin and currently.
None are perfect — but the legitimate
ones are trying to do a good job.  We all
need to do a better job.

To help all of us understand better 
the history, procedures and current
posture of the CSA designation we 
have asked Ed Pittock to respond.  
Please look for his copy in the June 
issue of the Register.

Ed Morrow, CLU, ChFC, CFP®, RFC®

IARFC Chairman and CEO
Middletown, OH
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Call for Papers

Get Involved: We welcome the
submission of articles from IARFC
practitioners.  This is a great way to
contribute to the profession.

Professional Articles: The Journal
of Personal Finance is seeking
articles by practitioners that may
deal with the application of financial
planning techniques, marketing and
practice management.  These are
expected to be very high level
papers or articles.  

Publicity Opportunities: Naturally,
we encourage published authors to
advise both their clients and the
media of their being published by
sending a press release.

Contact Dr. Ruth Lytton
E-mail: rlytton@VT.edu
Call:  540 231 6678

Journal of
Personal Finance

Register Articles

You Can Write A Great
Article  for the Register

We  are accepting articles of 
from 500 to 2,000 words on
planning and practice management
topics.   Please submit your 
copy by e-mail, along with an
electronic photo and a short bio
statement of less than 100 words to:
editor@iarfc.org

Your article can be sent to clients,
prospects and centers of influence in
your community — either as
reproductions, or as complete copies
of the entire publication.  This is a
powerful and effective form of public
relations, and your articles are a very
effective way of attracting favorable
attention from your local media.

• Get Published 
• Get Distributed
• Get Noticed! 

The IARFC is proud of our members
and in reverence we would like to
remember our passing members: 

Richard Gillespie, RFC®, 
New Zealand 

James P. Gouldman, RFC®, 
Metairie, LA



What’s Better Than Seminars?
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Never before have more people been in
greater need of solid financial planning!
Consumers want and deserve to do
business with people they know and trust,
not someone they don’t know and with
whom they have no relationship.  It is a
fatal mistake to ignore the most valuable
people in your business, your existing
clients, who deserve most of your time.

One of the problems with the seminars of
old is that advertising costs are very
expensive.  Up to 60-70% of your budget
might go toward advertising.  Direct mail 
is the most expensive form of advertising.
It can be effective as it enables you to
target precisely, but often it is just
expensive.  Whether you place an ad or
inserts in your local newspaper or send out
mailers, it quickly becomes very costly.

People are tired of invitations for another
boring dinner seminar.  The reality is —
most do not want to go to such a gathering.
If they do go, they are usually very
skeptical.  In some reported recent cases —
when the number of responses is very 
low — advisors have simply not even
shown, leaving those who did attend very
disappointed and insulted.  

To learn what is working now we
interviewed, Jerry and Nick Royer — a
father and son team of RFCs. 

After nearly three decades of providing
retirement seminars with a dedicated
concern to informing and educating
members of the public within our market
area, we learned that you have to stay
fresh and make appropriate changes to
keep up with your clients needs and
provide them what they deserve. Please

note the mention of keeping up with “your
clients needs.”  Readers of the IARFC
Register need to spend 80% of their time
building and maintaining their relationship
with their valued clients — not spending
most of their time trying to get new clients. 

Why are the majority of those attending a
financial seminar so cautious, skeptical,
and guarded? They don’t know the
financial advisor hosting the event, their
trustworthiness or their experience.
Changing who you invite to an event can
make all the difference.  It is easier to host
a seminar for people who know they can
trust you, who invest their hard-earned
money with you, and who bring their close
friends along with them.  This is much
more effective than attempting to inform
and educate a group of relatively unknown
people who responded to a newspaper
insert or direct mail campaign.  According
to Jerry, “This doesn’t mean you should
never do seminars for non-clients.  My
point is that your clients deserve to be
given the same attention and energy as
you did to earn them as your clients in the
first place.  Client Appreciation events not
only will give you an opportunity to thank
them for being your client but also give you
a chance to offer your beneficial assistance
to those they bring with them, who are
usually important or dear to them.”

Has customer service in our country
vanished? Many financial professionals
spend all their time, money and effort
getting new business, and they forget
about what helped them build their
businesses… their clients.  The results are
frightening.  Customers go from advisor-to-
advisor seeking someone new because the
last advisor they had failed to maintain
their trust and relationship.  Often
prospects come to the advisor’s seminar or
office, obtain some free advice, but then go
to Merrill Lynch for execution because
Merrill Lynch has an ongoing image-
building program.  Their image is managed
to create the impression of competence.   

Finding an advisor should not be based on
the  trial-and-error process used by so
many people.  Once someone becomes
the RFC’s client, you should do whatever is
necessary to build, strengthen and
safeguard that important relationship.  

The Client Appreciation concept is a way 
to show your sincere gratitude to your
existing clients and to share your mission
with their beloved friends and loved ones

continued on page 5

Financial seminars have become 
more-and-more popular over the years, 
but many advisors are having less success
now than ever before.  Attendance 
declines with each passing month.
Increasingly it is becoming more difficult 
to attract attendees.  Financial advisors
who use “free dinner” and other 
seminars are being forced to work 
harder and harder.  Consumers assume
that a financial seminar is really only a
sales pitch, and far too many of them 
are only that.  

Direct mail companies now specialize 
in “format” marketing programs.  You 
have many choices, i.e., free tickets,
coupons, formal announcements,
personalized letters, etc.  Every market 
in the USA is bombarded.  Consumers
across our nation report receiving, 
month-after-month, approximately 
ten to fifteen announcements or
invitations, all urging them to attend
financial workshops, seminars and 
mini-conferences.  These mailings now
rank fifth on the list of complaints to the
“Do Not Contact” list maintained by the
Direct Mail Marketing Association.  

It is obvious that the seminar market is
oversaturated.  The message being sent to
the public by financial advisors is the same
as it was a decade ago!  Virtually all of the
financial retirement seminars being
conducted today are no different than they
were 10 or even 20 years ago.  Forrest
Wallace Cato, the financial planning
communications leader, asks, “Do you
think that Disney would be as successful
as they are today if they never made any
changes to their parks or how they do
business?  Absolutely not!” 

Welcome Aboard with RFCs Jerry and Nick Royer



continued from page 4   Register Interview — Jerry & Nick Royer

bring at least one other couple with
them (often they will bring three or
four).  One client (a couple in their
sixties) admitted that they love being
able to bring their friends to a fun
dinner evening.  After you know who the
attendees are going to be, send a very
informal confirmation letter,
accompanied by a schedule of the
enjoyable event you are going to have. 

Let them know how much you
appreciate them and how glad you are
to be working together. On the day of
the event, you need to remember that
your sole purpose is to share your
gratitude with your clients and their
friends.  In today’s world, we do not
show enough appreciation, and our
clients definitely need to know that we
care about them and we will go above
and beyond to make sure their financial
needs are met.  These appreciation events
will bond you even closer. 

Make your event a big time affair! Have a
professional photographer take pictures of
everyone as they are having fun.  People
enjoy having professional pictures taken.
Have a combination master of ceremonies
and host to help welcome the people and
make sure their needs are always met.
Your MC/host will do introductions,
announcements, and make sure no one is
ignored.  You could have someone from
your office do this, but be sure they are
personable and friendly.  

Have a check-in table and give all of your
clients a VIP decorated name tag. Your
clients always need and deserve to know
that you think they are special. Giving your
clients a nice welcome gift further displays
your respect for them and their ongoing
support of your business.

The structure of the actual event is fairly
simple. A brief “warm” presentation
followed by dinner and music if you 
have it.  Why a brief presentation?  
An overwhelming number of our clients
requested us to talk about recent changes
in the financial world.  Therefore, 
it became important to start each client
appreciation event with a short (no longer
than 25 minutes) presentation that is
pleasant, uplifting, and not overly 
technical.  Your goal should be to share
your mission while helping them to laugh.
Share a strategy or two, and let them know
that you are available to get together for a
free consultation.  

Your clients know that you will treat their
friends and family with the same respect

while significantly lowering your overall
seminar expenses. 

Recently we held one of our Client
Appreciation events on a riverboat that
cruised for three hours on the St. John’s
River in Sanford, Florida.  Using this system
will not only deepen your relationship with
existing clients, but it will also allow you to
make a positive difference in more
people’s lives.  People need and deserve
help.  The venue was a result of listening to
clients needs.

Their firm, Group-10 Financial, had a
testimonial from a client who said,
“Although we don’t have a lot of money, the
Royer’s treat us as if we did.  We want to
share our experience with our friends and
family.”  Another client asked if they held
any events where they could bring their
friends and family to get to know the
Royer’s without having to get together for a
one-on-one meeting.  The natural step was
to have a seminar specifically for clients
and whoever they wanted to bring. 

So how do you do this new seminar?
I hope you understand by now how
important it is to put more focus on your
current clients and realize that they
deserve your ongoing and dedicated
attention.  I’ve found that clients are eager
to support your business when they feel
like they’ve found an honest, competent,
knowledgeable, up-to-date, responsible,
plus — yes here is that word again —
dedicated financial advisor, and they really
do want you to succeed.

The first step to planning a Client
Appreciation event is to pick the venue.
Your location needs to be relaxed and fun,
not in a hotel or bland meeting room.
Consumers don’t want to go to a place that
is too business-like or which comes across
as threatening.  That type of location works
for business men and women only.  Think
outside of the routine and then if you’re not
sure, ask your clients where they would like
to go.  Consider dinner theaters, nice
country clubs, a theme restaurant, or even
an affordable dinner cruise.   

The relaxed atmosphere and fun idea 
of a “cruise” allowed clients and their
friends to actually be “excited” to be there.
Imagine that… people excited about or
eager to attend an event with a couple of
financial advisors!

After a fun venue is picked, you need to
invite your clients and their friends and
family.  Tell your clients that the dinner is
free, but the “price for admission” is to
The Register  •  May 2008 Page 5

you show them. Most financial advisors
subscribe to the “out of sight, out of mind”
approach.  Your clients should get the best
you have to offer.

After your brief presentation, it’s important
to have everyone complete a small
questionnaire where they can check their
topics of interest (lowering taxes, increasing
income, preserving their principal, providing
a college education, etc.) and let you know
if they want to set up their free
consultation.  Using these sheets for the
door prizes excites everyone and ensures
you will collect all of them. 

After the business part of the evening is
finished, you make sure to shake everyone’s
hand and get to know them — if you have
not already done this.  This is your chance to
catch up with what’s new in your client’s
lives, and tell them you appreciate being
their financial advisor.  As Nick says, “I never
want people to think that I’m ‘untouchable.’
I want them to know I’m available to serve
them and I care about their needs.”  After
the event mail each attendee a handwritten
thank you note for attending.

Hopefully you are beginning to see the
value of doing this type of event for your
clients.  It shows them that you care about
their business and provides an opportunity
to help their friends and family. Financial
seminars have become outdated.  Give
your clients the opportunity to refer you to
their friends and family.  This will not only
grow your business, but prove that you are
the financial advisor of choice.   

Contact:  800 245 0546
group10@aol.com
www.group10financial.com
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We are living in very unsettled times. This trend will continue, but the purpose of my
message is not to alarm you — but to offer you some relief.  In future issues we will be
bringing you more information about Gold.  You may have no personal interest in gold,
but it is getting a lot of attention across the globe.  At the very least, you need to know
more about the issues, in order to both be and appear knowledgeable to your clients.
Here are some facts that back up this observation:

• The Chinese are taking their “shrinking dollars” and converting them into solid gold,
both buying and producing gold.  China has overtaken South Africa as the world’s
largest gold producer.

• The demand worldwide for physical gold is at an all time high — this started right
after 9/11 when the electronic markets had to close.  The richest people and nations
in the world realized they needed some safety net against their paper wealth.  

• The world’s most successful stock market investor, Warren Buffett, changed his mind
about gold last summer, and bought the two largest gold companies in North
America to merge into Berkshire.

You must read Barry Ferguson’s column on page 9, commenting on who is really calling
the shots in Washington.  Yes, Barry will make you angry, but the problem is the message,
not the messenger!  The problem rests with Congress and the Executive branch.  If you
would like more information, send me an e-mail for an article of mine that recently
appeared in Probe magazine.  E-mail:  edm@IARFC.org and place Probe in the subject.

What’s an Advisor to Do? You cannot just rant at Congress, the Fed, the Regulators, the
courts, or FINRA.  In fact, getting more excited will only hurt your blood pressure.  There
are several tried and true solutions for you:  Get More Clients, Keep All Your Clients Add
New Revenue Sources and Control Your Expenses

In reverse order:  Control Your Expenses. In both your business and personal life make
every effort to incur no new debt, and to pay down that which you have.  The only form of
new debt that is acceptable is that which will increase your revenue.

New Revenue. This can come from new products and new services.  One example is
Critical Illness Insurance.  This might even be outsourced, along with Long Term Care.
The nation’s leading authority on this is Wilma Anderson.  Read her columns.  Consider
tangibles, like Gold and Coins.  We will be offering you more information on both.

For services, add modular plan fees and increase your comprehensive plan fees.  Learn
how to do this by attending the new IARFC Financial Planning Process™ course.  The
tools and training on New Client Acquisition will help you get more clients and also charge
the level of fees you deserve.  Your advice and service is worth more than you are
currently receiving!

Keep All Your Clients. Read how Chris Hill is doing this.  Yes, you can use his text.  Also
some from other articles in the Register.  But you cannot  send out lots of articles
(interspersed with requests for Referrals) without a CRM system.  If you don’t have one,
get one!  We furnish Practice Builder in the Financial Planning Process™ course, but that
is not the point — you must use technology, or you have violated the admonition to control
costs.  If you don’t like Practice Builder, buy another program — but use it! 

Get More Clients. The solution requires that you obtain and process far more referrals
(back to CRM).  Further, you must make a Better Presentation at the outset, to have a
high closing ratio and a much larger Fee Commitment.  When you improve your initial
presentation you will gain “Prospecting Courage” that will increase your activity and
closing percentage — also covered in the new course!

IARFC Helps! We are dedicated to supporting you.  Look again at the course brochure in
last month’s Register.  Enroll yourself, your family, or your most important employee.  The
course ahead will get rougher.  When the Going Gets Tough, the Tough Get Going! The
new Financial Planning Process™ course offers you the solutions.   

From the
Chairman’s Desk...Calendar of Events

RFC Accelerated Course — N. Carolina
May 12-16, 2008, Charlotte

RFC Accelerated Course — Texas
June 9-13, 2008, San Antonio

MDRT Annual Meeting
June 22-25, 2008, Toronto, Canada

RFC Accelerated Course — New Jersey
July 14-18, 2008, Jersey City

RFC Accelerated Course — Ohio
August 4-8, 2008, Columbus

CE at SeaTM Cruise/Conference
August 16-23, 2008, Mediterranean

•  Barcelona, Spain

•  Nice and Villefranche, France

•  Florence and Pisa, Italy

•  Rome, Italy

•  Naples and Capri, Italy

•  Palermo, Sicily

Worldwide Chinese Life 
Insurance Conference
September 4-7, 2008, Singapore

NAIFA Annual Meeting
September 6-10, 2008, San Diego, CA

RFC Accelerated Course
September 8-12 & 22-26, Venue TBA

RFC Accelerated Course — Trinidad
October 4-8, 2008, Port of Spain

Financial Advisors Symposium
October 13-15, 2008, Chicago

MDRT Top of the Table
October 22-25, 2008, Austin, TX

World Financial Services Forum 
October 20-31, 2008, Beijing, China

FPA — Australia
November 21, 2008, Gold Coast

SFSP Forum
Nov. 30 – Dec. 3, 2008, Las Vegas, NV



When you craft a long-term-care
insurance (LTCI) plan to meet your clients’
or prospects’ needs, you’ll be offering
appropriate insurance protection they can
afford, you will increase your closing rate
markedly, and because your LTCI plan
meets their needs, your happy new clients
will refer you to their friends.

People in different age brackets and
circumstances have different needs and
respond positively to different features —
from an emotional and rational point of
view.  And while some clients may know
what they want, most don’t.  So you need
to take the lead.  

While LTCI is still mostly bought by the 
60-or better crowd, more people in 
their early 50’s and even 40’s are
concerned about their financial risk for
long-term-care.  Educate them that the
safest choice is to buy insurance now,
while their health is good and they can
still health-qualify for insurance.

For your prospects in their 40s or early
50s, it’s a more challenging sale because
they don’t see an immediate need.  So
ask about their parents and grandparents.
How long did they live?  Are any of those
immediate family members still living?
Have they needed care?  This will help
make the issue more real to them —
especially if their relatives tend to live to a
ripe old age.

Because the base premium is lower 
for younger clients than for people 
in their 70s, younger clients and
prospects can usually afford a feature-rich
policy.  Some valuable features add
surprisingly little cost, and one of the
most important is an unlimited benefit
period.  At younger issue ages, the
difference in cost between a three-year
benefit and an unlimited benefit is
minimal, so always recommend the latter.
You can point out that while the odds are
that they’ll use their benefits in old age,
anything can happen to anyone at any

time.  Healthy people can be struck 
down by an accident at any age, and the
incidence of chronic diseases rises
sharply for people in their 50s.  Your
clients, especially women, won’t want to
run out of benefits, especially if they’re
going to live another 20, 30 or more
years.  Also, people who have a limited
policy might be afraid to start using their
benefits because they feel they have to
save them for later.

Another crucial feature for younger 
buyers is compound inflation protection.
A typical plan offers 5 percent,
compounded annually.  Another option
indexes benefit increases to the CPI
(Consumer Price Index).  

Inflation protection is a must because it’s
impossible to predict what care might cost
20 or 30 years from now.  I normally add
a compound inflation rider for buyers up
to age 65.

Having no elimination period (0 days) 
is also well worth obtaining and is
affordable at younger ages.  Again, the
goal is risk control.  Many years from 
now, 30, 60 or more days of care will 
be very expensive.

Younger buyers often object, “What 
if I pay premiums for years and 
never use the insurance?” Remind 
them that they may have paid 
premiums on their auto insurance 
for lots of years, too.  It’s all about 
peace of mind when they submit 
claims.  Another alternative is to 
show them the return-of-premium rider.  
If the insured has not used any benefits
before his death, the insurer will return
the paid-in premiums to their estate 
after the policyholder’s death.  

A survivorship benefit is attractive to
couples.  This option will pay the 
surviving spouse’s premiums for the 
rest of his life, as long as he has owned
the policy for 10 years and has not 

made any claims.  The rider must be
purchased before age 65 and typically
costs extra.  Some insurers include 
the feature automatically in their newly
issued policies.

With younger buyers, discuss a 10-pay
policy that’s fully paid up after 10 years.
A 55-year-old, for example, can buy the
policy and be done paying premiums by
normal retirement age.  It’s also an
appealing feature for business owners
because LTCI premiums are now 100
percent deductible as a business
expense.  The benefit doesn’t have to 
be offered to all employees; it can be
carved out for just the owner, and, if
desired, key managers.

Age 66 to early 70s

Plan design here involves a balancing act
between desirable features and available
funds.  While an unlimited benefit period
with full inflation protection is ideal, past
the age of 65, these features start to cost
considerably more.

I usually recommend simple inflation
protection for the individual who is 66 or
better in age.  Since they will probably use
their benefits within 10 to 15 years,
simple inflation provides adequate
protection at a lower cost than a
compound inflation feature.  (Some states
do not allow simple inflation, only a
compound inflation rider, so be sure to
check beforehand.)

Another reasonable compromise is a
shorter benefit period because an
unlimited benefit can add considerable
expense to their budget at this age.  On

Optimal LTCI Plans
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Boost your long-term care sales by
helping your clients choose the policy
that is right for them and their budget…
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term care policy if you’ve designed the
Plan to fit their needs and their budget, so
be sure to ask lots of questions during
your interview.  Clients are always
pleasantly surprised to find out that their
advisor has really listened to them and
this will make closing the sale SO much
easier for you.   

Wilma G. Anderson, RFC® , is known as
The LTC Coach and The Critical Illness
Coach.  Learn more about Critical Illness
online at www.criticalillnesscoach.com.
Wilma is a top financial advisor and
insurance producer based in Littleton, CO.
and has taught thousands of advisor,
ethical and effective techniques suitable
for deployment in their marketplace. 

Contact:  720 344 0312
wilma@TheLTCcoach.com
www.TheLTCcoach.com

average, men choose a three-year 
benefit, while women, who expect to
outlive their husbands and want to ensure
they will be taken care of, prefer unlimited
benefits.  However, men who come from
long-lived families may want to get
unlimited coverage.  It’s best to illustrate
different benefit periods and let your
clients choose.

The restoration of benefits rider is a
valuable feature for people who select a
limited benefit period.  This means that if
the insured starts collecting benefits, then
recovers and is treatment-free for at least
six months, the policy benefits will be
restored to the original provision when it
was issued.  Some policies from the large
carriers include this automatically; some
charge extra for it.

Mid-70s and beyond

People in this age group are the most
ready to buy LTCI.  They realize they must
make a decision before their health
declines and they can’t get insurance.

However, higher premiums can cause
sticker shock.  Older clients can save
money be declining inflation protection.
Since they’re likely to use their benefits
relatively soon, this isn’t too risky,
provided they start out with a higher 
daily benefit, such as $300 to $400 a
day.  Again, illustrate both limited-pay
plans and unlimited benefit periods, 
show the costs with and without the
inflation rider, and help the client make 
a good decision.

Suggesting a long elimination period can
backfire.  For example, a 90-day
elimination period may save your client
money up front, but it’s risky.  If another
agent has suggested a 90-day elimination
period, you might ask, “Did the other
agent tell you that if Medicare doesn’t pay
for any long-term care benefits, you could
have a $25,000 deductible when you
make a claim?”  And point out that health-
care costs are sure to go up.

With a lower elimination period, the client
would have to pay for 20 or 30 days out-
of-pocket if Medicare does not pay for
anything.  To self-insure that deductible,
your clients can use annuities or receive a
tax-free lump sum benefit from a Critical
Illness policy. (The Critical Illness policy
has to be purchased before Age 65)

Most importantly, remember that a 
client will usually hold on to their long
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The Staples advantage at work.®

International Association of Registered Financial Consultants 
(IARFC) is pleased to introduce the new Staples Business 
Advantage office supply program for all IARFC members!

Your Staples Business Advantage Program provides:

• Deep Discounts on a market-basket of items available through StaplesLink.com.

• Fast and Easy internet, phone or fax Credit Card ordering 
(AmEx, Discover, MasterCard or Visa accepted).

• Free Next Day Delivery on all in-stock items for all orders transmitted by 4:00 

Power Guarantee.

• JD Powers & Associates Certified Customer Service.

Making it easy for IARFC

To Register Now:

OR

Please enter this case-sensitive address exactly as written to ensure proper access to the 
registration form. Once you submit your on-line registration form, we will contact you to get started 
on the program.
http://linkregistration.stapleslink.com/c/s?RegFormId=501284 

Staples Business Advantage, the contract and commercial division 
of Staples, combines the purchasing volume across all IARFC 
members to create an office supply program specific to your needs.  

ordering on StaplesLink.com. The Great Prices and selection only
Staples can provide, delivered right to your office, with the ease and 
convenience of Internet ordering.

Staples offers UNBELIEVABLE Prices in conjunction with internet 

Please enter in the following address to register on-line.  

OR you can contact Denise Fraiser via email @ Denise.Fraiser@staples.com.

Editor@IARFC.com
Contact

IARFC member location.

Interested in Saving?

• Reduced Costs and Overall Savings with the IARFC Group Purchasing 

• Denise Fraiser, Dedicated Account Manager responsible for the needs of each 

p.m.

*CFP® Certification
*FINRA Securities Licensing Exams

*CLU   *ChFC   *CFA   *CPCU
*AIC   *INS   *ARM

800-795-5347
www.KeirSuccess.com

Celebrating 40 Years 
As Your Resource for 
Professional Study 
Media and Classes!



January of 2008 will certainly go down as
one of the most extraordinary months
investors have ever seen or endured in the
history of the stock market.  First, there
have only been five Januarys worse than
the one that just passed.  The major US
indices were pummeled to the tune of the
biggest loser being the NASDAQ as it lost
over 9% for the month.  The S&P 500 lost
6% and the Dow just under 5%.  As terrible
as it ended, the market losses were much
worse a scant seven trading days before
the close of the month.  On January 22,
the Dow closed at 11,971 leaving it down
over 10% for the New Year.  The NASDAQ
was down 13% on that day.  The last seven
trading days were witness to one of the
most furious seven day rallies the market
has ever enjoyed.  As bad as January
started, it ended with the best weekly rally
in five years!  Down 10% and back up 5%.
Whew!!  And that was just one month!
This is absolutely extraordinary market
action. What could be the cause? 

Well, there is really only one thing that can
cause this much disruption in market
behavior — the Federal Reserve.  If you
don’t know it yet, they are the new leaders
of your country.  If you don’t know it yet,
they instruct the person we call our
‘President’ on what to tell the American
public.  At the beginning of the year, this
person was telling us that the American
economy was on ‘solid footing’.  Before the
month ended, our banks were running all
over the world begging for handouts.  Our
largest mortgage lenders were begging for
buyout saviors, and the person we still call
the ‘President’ had done a 180 and was
begging Congress to approve an
immediate $150 billion dollar ‘stimulus’
package for the American people.  

The pathological lying that our
government deluges us with daily finally
hit the fan.  Goldilocks was run over by a
bus on Subprime Street and Humpty-
Dumpty was just a fat guy that didn’t
make it to the ER in time.  The fairy tale
economy had somehow been re-written by
Alfred Hitchcock to become a horror story.
All the bald faced lies told by all the bald
faced lying government economic nirvana
extolling propagandists suddenly seemed
like quicksand on which we had built our
financial ponzi scheme house.  As it turns
out, the past few years of economic
‘growth’ was more a function of lending
and spending rather than earning and
investing.  The funny thing about this
government sponsored ponzi scheme was
that the crap that usually flows
downstream serving to drown the

unsuspecting greedy suckers
that bought in, was suddenly
flowing back upstream to
drown the unsuspecting 
greedy suckers that started 
the scheme in the first 
place.  And oh, has the 
crap backed upstream!  
So the Fed intervened. 

The way the scam usually works
is the lenders lend bales of
money to people that can’t pay
it back.  This keeps the
economy rolling, fattens the
lenders’ portfolios, ensures
handsome salaries and
bonuses for the purveyors of
these loans, and gives the
impression that the lenders are
smarter than Elmer Fudd.
Normally, the game is played so
that the lenders entice buyers
into over-inflated real estate,
send out a few delinquency
notices when the buyers
invariable get behind on their
payments, and then swoop in to
scoop up assets upon default.
Game, set, and match.  The rich
get richer — the poor get
poorer. Only this time, the
buyers got smart.  They said to the lenders,
‘come and get it’.  It turns out that the
hyper-inflated real estate was not what the
lenders really wanted.  Contraire!  All this
real estate floating back upstream clogged
the channel of economic prosperity.  

Someone still had to pay for all this real
estate or at least, pay for the loans.  The
lenders certainly didn’t want an excess
inventory of over-priced homes coming
back at them.  The real estate was not
worth what the lending documents
originally claimed.  Now the scam was on
the other foot.  The lenders certainly
didn’t mind lending an excessive amount
of money for property that did not support
the value of the loan. After all, the loan
papers were signed by some unwitting
moron that could hardly spell ‘real estate’.
Besides, the lenders made gobs of money
running this scam over the years.  And,
their rich co-conspirators, Wall Street, got
in on the act by bundling up said loans
and selling them around the world as if
they were good as gold as a ‘security’.
They made gobs of money!

But, let’s not forget the people that rated
and insured these security packages.  We
are supposed to have ratings agencies
that analyze the credit worthiness of

securitized debt (mortgage bonds) 
and rate them for purposes of repayment.
In other words, if a security is sold, the
buyer likes to know the odds of getting 
his money back.  Enter the ratings
agencies. They gave their blessings to the
CDOs, the CMOs, the SIVs, and the s%#@
that Wall Street sold all over the world in
the form of triple A ratings.  All this
manufactured paper was rated top notch
in its expected safety of carrying out the
scam.  Uh, I mean, in its ability to pay off
in the end.  It was good as gold.  It was a
sure thing!

Little old ladies from Pasedena could 
buy this stuff with safety and suitability.
Governments around the world could 
buy it.  

Banks could buy it.  It was good for
everybody because the ratings services
said it was of the highest credit quality.
Heck, even pension funds could buy it.
Uh-oh.    

Well, the good thing is that since pension
funds bought all this garbage, there are
bond insurers who insure that the crap
will be paid.  Uh-oh.  Turns out, the bond
insurers had no idea what they were

Begging for Billions
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Our government has been telling us how
healthy and resilient the US economy is
regardless of reality.  In re-writing the
economic textbooks, I guess that we can
now assume that one sign of the great
health is when your entire financial sector
is crisscrossing the globe begging for
money.  Citigroup and Merrill Lynch are
probably still over in the Mid-east begging
for more billions.  The largest mortgage
lender in the US, Countrywide Credit, had
to be bailed out of the SIB (Sea of
Impending Bankruptcy) by the nation’s
second largest bank, Bank of America.
Boats built of CMOs usually wind up in 
the SIB.  Then, Bernanke fires up the
printing press.

Let’s get specific. 1/17/08:  Bernanke
went before Congress to beg for economic
stimulus.  He said it needed to be
‘temporary’ and ‘efficient’ and most of all,
it needed to be NOW!!!!!!!!!  He also said
that Congress should ‘think carefully
about cutting taxes or boosting spending’
in the stimuli process.  Where on Earth
would the Fed Chairman suggest that
Congress get this money?  I mean, they
have to get the money from somewhere.
They can’t just pluck trillions of extra
dollars from thin air.  What’s that?  Oh,
yeah — I guess they could use the old
printing press that Ben has been using
and before him, Alan Greenspan.  

Maybe Ben is telling them that his 
printing press is so busy that Congress
should just get their own.  Do none of
these people perceive the lethal 
damage that Greenspan inflicted on 
the planet during his term as chief
proponent of fiat economies?  Do none 
of these people understand that
Bernanke is now defenseless in his 
efforts to repair the Titanic?  

But, how about $150 billion?  Well, 
that might get us to Wal-Mart one more
week but it sure won’t pay the mortgage.
And to make matters worse, what got 
us into this mess in the first place?  
Yep — overspending.  We have spent 
more than we make.  And what does 
the new leader of our country suggest 
we all do with the new stimulus that is in
the works?  Yep, spend it.  Spend the
money as if it were thrown out of
helicopters and C-130s to a point that we
wake up everyday knee deep in hundreds.
Ain’t they all ‘jest’ ‘jeniouseses’?  Think
about it.  The economy is imploding
because we all borrowed more money
than we can pay back and now the
lenders are out of money. The solution
proposed is for us to borrow more money

that we can’t pay back and keep on
spending.  Yeah, that’ll fix things! 

And speaking of Citigroup, how will they
pay the interest on the money that they
are now borrowing from the rest of the
world?  Yep, they announced that they
would lay off 20,000 people.  Did I
mention that the Labor Department just
announced the new claims for
unemployment fell for the third week in a
row?  Yeah, sure it did.  What did you
expect the Labor Department to tell us —
the truth? 

1/22/08:  The Fed slashed the fed funds
rate 75 basis points to 3.5%.  This came a
week before a scheduled Fed meeting.
Obviously, it was an act of desperation
and panic. 

1/30/08:  The Fed cut the fed funds rate
fifty more basis points to 3%.  In the
statement released, the FOMC said,
“Financial markets remain under
considerable stress, and credit has
tightened further for some businesses
and households,” Now, sometimes the
Fed speaks in language that is difficult for
people uninitiated in fed-speak to
understand.  Please allow me to translate
this phrase.  ‘Hey — either y’all ain’t
liquored up enough or it looks like yer
beginnin’ to sober up.  So here, fresh out
of my still, is some more liquor’!  In eight
days, the Fed lowered the funds rate 125
basis points — the fastest in some 20
years!!  This is absolutely extraordinary!  

What happened twenty years ago to elicit
the same response?  Oh yeah, 1987 —
the October ‘crash’ when the Dow lost
some 20% in a day.  Again, I have to ask
the question.  With the Fed in full tilt
pandemonium panic mode, how horrible
is the current state of the economy/stock
market?  Yes, yes, yes… I know.  The Fed
and the government people want us to
believe all is well.  They want us to believe
the subprime thing will blow over by mid-
year.  The want us to believe that the raw
sewage of subprime SIVs, CDOs, and
CMOs that backed up and flooded Wall 
Street is really the pleasant odor of
fermenting wine.  Again, I have to ask the
question.  If the economy is really so solid,
if the stock market is really such a
bargain, why does the government feel
compelled, obligated, and determined to
lie about every single economic statistic
they put out?  Why does the Fed feel so
compelled, obligated, and determined to
bail out the insidiously stupid lenders of

insuring.  The tsunami of bad paper
coming back at them quickly threatened
to flood them also in a lake of bankruptcy. 

But alas, when business in the new 
era makes stupid decisions, our
government is there to bail them out.
Well, let’s be precise.  The government is
now run by the Federal Reserve.  I would
say that Congress has become a finger
puppet but that is giving them way too
much credit for intelligence.  Also,
business does not really enjoy the bailout
privilege from the Fed.  It is only the
banks, lenders, and their security
packaging pals on Wall Street that qualify
for bailouts.  So as we plummet towards
third world status, this is what we have
come to.  The free market is dead.  The
deck is marked and the game is rigged.
As the US financial ship threatens to
capsize, the Fed and the rest of the world
come to the rescue.  

The rest of the world has been gracious
enough to lend and inject hundreds of
billions in to our financial system.  But the
Fed — holy mackerel!  Cutting rates,
injecting hundreds of billions, engineering
data, and swearing allegiance to the 
Dow Jones Industrial Average kept
Bernanke busy in January.  To be sure, he
has been busy since mid-summer.  Hey,
it’s not easy to take over a country and
run the stock market at the same time.
Of course with ‘W’, there wasn’t much of
an intellectual challenge.  

But the stock market doesn’t care. It just
wants to be taken care of.  It just wants to
be injected.  It wants to be stimulated.
And most of all, it doesn’t care if it is
manipulated as long as the manipulation
pushes it ever higher.  After all, that is the
only story that it has to sell.  It has to go
higher all the time. But now, the stock
market is moving higher without a
foundation.  The fundamentals have not
only taken a backseat, they have been
tossed in a dumpster!  Do you think that I
am exaggerating?  Why then, have the
best performing ETFs over the last week
of January been home builders, financials,
and real estate? 

I’ll tell you why.  The Fed has taken over
the market and they are pushing the very
sectors that have caused such
consternation.  This is absolutely
extraordinary.  Yet, it is part of the ruse
that we are all expected to participate.
Are we to believe that the financials,
lenders, and home builders are now great
buys?  No, this is simply incredible
manipulation on the part of the Fed.
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our country that loaned money to people
that had no hope of ever paying it back?

So how did the market react to the rate
cut?  The Dow was down 40 points at
2:15.  The announcement was made and
the Dow rose 240 points.  It then
proceeded to lose about 240 points to
finish down 37 on the day.  Whew!
Nothing like moving the Dow 500 points
in an hour and a half!!!!  

Of course, this kind of insanely wild market
behavior is now the norm.  We should
expect this now that the markets are
under the artificial control of the Fed.
Since the markets are absolutely
disjointed from fundamentals, the indices
will now lurch in directions and increments
that the Fed chooses.  Obviously they want
the Dow to go north.

Barry M. Ferguson, RFC® is the President
and founder of BMF Investments, Inc. an
independent SEC registered Investment
Advisory fee-based money management
firm located in Charlotte, North Carolina.
Barry has more than a decade’s worth of
experience in the financial services
industry. He has a diverse background
ranging from financial software consultant
to registered representative of investment
products to President of an Investment
Advisory firm.  His strong technology
background has been beneficial in today’s
‘information age’ market.

Asked to verify the accuracy of his
information, the Fed spokes person said,
“Mr. Phelps we disavow and knowledge of
these statements.  We deal only in
figures, not in facts.”

Contact: 704 545 0499
barry@bmfinvest.com
www.bmfinvest.com

Barry M. Ferguson, RFC®

Working on your practice instead of working for your practice.

� FINRA Reviewed

� Develop high quality comprehensive financial plans — Retirement Planning,
Insurance Needs, Education Funding, Estate Distribution 

� Create unlimited “what-if scenarios”— including Monte Carlo simulations
� Present product solutions powerfully, swiftly and dramatically
� Easily justify a substantial planning fee

“Good software is always in an
evolution, adding features, simplifying
data entry, strengthening the reports
and shortening the plan preparation
cycle.  For example, a major delay in
producing plans has always been the
initial data entry.  The Plan Builder now
offers an alternative, Financial
Notebook, which the consumer uses to
enter family and financial information
and provide it to the financial advisor
by disk or e-mail..” 

David Stitt, CLU, ChFC, CEP, CFP®, RFC®

Financial Planning Consultants

FREE WEB DEMONSTRATION
800 666 1656

www.FinancialSoftware.com

Financial Planning Consultants — providing innovative software, training, practice 
management and marketing services to financial professionals since 1969

Ask About 
Free Training

Financial Planning Forum

Open to Planners and Agents

FinancialPlanningForum.vze.com

Practice Builder 
Client Relationship Software

Free Demo
www.FinancialSoftware.com

800 666 1656 ext. 13

Found Money
Management

Marketing Difference
There simply isn’t a better,
easier or more cost effective
way for you to really help your
clients and take your income to
the “Top Levels.” 

For More Information Call:

877 297 4608
coach@insuranceproshop.com

25% IARFC Discount



In view of current market conditions,
many executives are concerned about
their future financial security with
employers for whom they have dedicated
their most productive working years.
Likewise, many companies compete to
attract and retain key executives,
especially after they have expended high
amounts of resources in order to bring the
executive into a profitable mode for the
employer.  Normal company perks and
retirement plans alone don’t do it.
Executives want more, need more, and
are willing to negotiate for a better
compensation package. 

Today’s top level executive makes a lot of
money.  Perks and benefits increase total
economic rewards by another 50%.
Where’s the rub?  High living costs and
lifestyles consume all this income, thereby
leaving little to set aside for long term
financial security.  The modern corporate
leader would be in trouble if he or she had
to depend on liquid assets to create
income for pre- or post- retirement living
expenses.  What’s the solution?  Peace of
mind gives financial security, not more
money. This inner peace comes from
knowing that the company has a plan that
will take care of retirement, even if
savings plans and personal investments
are inadequate. 

Not to minimize the importance of
personal savings, but it’s hard for a busy
executive to set aside after-tax dollars
after all other living expenses are met. Not
too many people can appreciate this,
except for those who have the problem.
Doesn’t it make sense for the employer to
help out, especially when the executive is
responsible for large amounts of

corporate profits, well in excess of his or
her expense to the corporation? 

Too many good people leave quality
positions because of this lack of financial
security.  Ask any good corporate president
about the secret of his or her success, and
you’ll usually get positive affirmations
about the quality of the management
team.  How can these diligent and loyal
people be properly rewarded? 

First, estimate their annual contribution to
the bottom line, after all other expenses.
Project figures until normal retirement
time, allowing for inflationary and
productivity increases.  Determine how
much money each person is worth in
terms of income generating capacity to
the employer. 

Second, calculate estimated retirement
benefits from all company sources.  Allow
personal assets to be utilized as would be
desired by the executives, without regard
to corporate benefit plans.

Third, fill the gap.  If there is a 
difference between corporate retirement
benefits and projected income needs 
of each executive, determine how 
much the employer should provide, 
based on the profitability of the executive
to the employer. 

Finally, determine how to fund the
program.  Not all executives need to be
treated uniformly, as is the case with
other employee benefit plans. The
employer may be selective and arbitrary in
providing benefits.  No IRS reporting is
required, although stockholder reports
may be necessary. 

Sound planning can provide for full
recovery of capital, inclusive of
opportunity costs, to the employer.  Also a
trust may be established to protect the
interests of the executive from corporate
creditors and raiders where applicable.  A
unique program for sure, the Selective
Executive Retirement Plan can be
extremely valuable for corporations, large
and small, who want to attract and retain
key executives.   

Albert F. Coletti, CLU, ChFC, RFC® is
President of The Design Capital Planning
Group, Inc., of Smithtown, NY an
independent financial and management
consulting firm.  He serves as speaker,
author, and instructor on many financially
related topics nationwide, and served on
the IARFC board for twelve years. 

Contact:  631 979 6161
acoletti@designcapital.com
www.designcapital.com

Applied Uses of the Selective Executive Retirement Plan

Al Coletti, CLU, ChFC, RFC®
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Maintaining close communication with
each of your clients personally and in the
period ahead will enable you to discuss
whether some important asset allocation
changes are appropriate for them.  
And you will continue to be their advisor.
One of the most famous investors of all
times, Jesse Livermore, said something to
this effect: 

Wall Street never changes.  The stocks
change, the investors change, but Wall
Street itself never changes.  Why?
Because human nature never changes,
and part of human nature is to look for
explanations and reasons to justify doing
what feels good… and to resist doing
what’s uncomfortable.  

Having said that, and given the recent
stock market volatility, I feel like it is the
perfect time to give you my opinions
regarding the current stock market
conditions, as well as my forecast for the
year 2008.  I think the best way to begin
is by answering the following question: 

“Where are we today in relation to “the
big picture”?

In order for me to answer this question
fairly, I think the first step is to look back
at the recent past and see what brought
us to where we are today.  For example:

It appears to me that a lot of 
investors have forgotten the fact 
that only roughly 5 years ago we
experienced one of the worst Bear
Markets in history.
Looking back in history, the only Bear
Markets in the entire history of the
stock market that can be compared to
the recent 2000-2002 decline are
1929-1932, also know as “The Great
Depression”, and the 1973-1974 Bear
Market, also referred to as “The
Watergate Decline.”
These aforementioned Bear Markets
were the only periods in history where
the stock market experienced two or
more consecutively negative years.

The next helpful step would be to 
take a look at the major influences 
and circumstances that were present at
the time of this historic “bottom” in
October of 2002:

•  The stock market was hit by what I like
to call “the perfect storm”.  In other
words, after an unprecedented Bull
Market spike upwards which ended in
early 2000, investors were bombarded
with multiple waves of negative news
and events such as the bursting of the
“internet bubble”, accounting scandals
(Enron and WorldCom), the traumatic
terrorist attacks of 9/11, and the
ensuing War.

•  As this “perfect storm” swept across 
our nation over the next 3 years, most
of the stock market indexes (and the
large majority of stocks) experienced
losses of more than 50% by the end 
of 2002.

•  The media, which always plays a major
role in investor’s behavior, played a
huge part in creating much of the fear
and panic selling that occurred.  For
example, very close to the exact day
the stock market reached it’s ultimate
bottom in 2002, the headline story in
the business section of the USA Today
on Thursday morning, October 10th,
2002, read “Where’s the Bottom, No
End in sight.”

•  The large majority of investors, in fear
of losing even more money, liquidated
their stock market investments and
replaced them with “safe money”
instruments such as money market
funds… which reached historically 
high levels

•  The Bearish Sentiment (which is
defined as the amount of professional
money managers who are Bearish/
negative on the future of the stock
market) reached historic highs.

•  The Federal Reserve Board, in fear 
of a continuing economic recession
and colossal stock market collapse,
had continuously lowered interest 
rates until they ultimately reached a
55-year low.

•  The Federal Reserve Board was also
helping to improve the economy by
aggressively pumping money into the
money supply.

•  At this time of great distress in 
late 2002, we were heading into 
the two years prior to the 
Presidential election.  If we look 
back over the past 100 years, 
the two years prior to the Presidential
election have almost always 
been favorable times to be invested 
in the stock market.  (Note:  The 
Pre-Election years of 2003 and 
2004 certainly followed this positive
pattern yet again).

So, do any of these circumstances sound
familiar?  You bet they do!  Although I think
it is unlikely we will see the extremely
negative conditions that we experienced in
the decline of 2000-20002, I do see many
similarities in today’s stock market
environment such as:

➤ Significant stock market declines (with
possibly more to come).

➤ Mostly negative media headlines. 
➤ The amount of assets in money

market funds is currently at an 
all-time high. 

➤ The Bearish Sentiment has been
recently near all-time highs.

➤ The Federal Reserve Board is
aggressively lowering interest rates.

➤ The Federal Reserve Board is pumping
money into the money supply at
unprecedented levels.

➤ We are currently in the Pre-election
time frame. 

Now, let’s go even further to hopefully
help further clarify my personal views on

When to Communicate?

Christopher Hill, RFC®

continued on page 14
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Important Stock Market Update

The year 2008 has started off with a tremendous amount of stock market volatility,
negative news, fears of a recession, and significant declines in all of the major indices.
We all know our clients deserve regular communication from us, but there is no time more
important to reach out to our clients than during shaky times like this.  The following is a
recent “Market Update” that I sent to all of my clients that I hope you find helpful.
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continued from page 14   
When to Communicate?

where we are in “the big picture” by
looking at some stock market facts:

• For the first time in history, the stock
market (from October 2002 to
November 2007) appreciated more
than 5 years without any of the major
indexes declining as much as
10%...WOW!  

• To put this into perspective, if we go
back to the year 1925, the stock
market has, on average, declined:
- 10% once per year
- 15% once every 2 years
- 20% once every 3 years

• So to reiterate, we were in uncharted
territory late last year, with more than 5
consecutive years without experiencing
as much as a 10% decline!!

• Since 1929, the average Bear Market
decline has been 37.1%

• Since 1929, the average Bear Market
duration has been over 17 months

OK.  Now that I’ve hopefully been able to
put today’s market into a “big picture”
perspective, here’s the all-important
message I am hoping to communicate:

The recent volatility we have been
experiencing in the stock market should
be viewed as nothing other than:

Normal
Common
Healthy
Necessary
LONG OVERDUE…AND
A POTENTIAL FANTASTIC
OPPORTUNITY!! 

Without question, one of the most
valuable lessons I have learned in my
journey in this business is that Bear
Market declines create great potential
opportunities…and I am extremely excited
about the fantastic opportunity that could
lie ahead in the year 2008… and possibly
beyond!!   Sincerely, Chris

Christopher P. Hill, RFC®, is a financial
advisor in Tyson’s Corner, Virginia.  Chris
started his career in financial services as
a college intern assisting an experienced
stockbroker.  He was first involved in
working in portfolio management and
ultimately Vice President of Marketing and
Sales. In 2001 he formed his own
company and he has now built a team of
professional specialists to provide
superior customer service.   

Contact:  703 917 8501
christopher.hill@lpl.com
www.yourmoneymatters.com

“Just the Facts, Ma’am...”
New IARFC Financial Planning Materials

programs, but which will work anywhere.
No software is specified, but the forms
dovetail nicely into the Confirmation and
Production features of Practice Builder
and into the input routines of the Plan
Builder comprehensive plan software.

Document Lists. Often it is easier and
better for the client to furnish the actual
documents, contracts, agreements and
account statements.  But you must give
them a list of those you are requesting –
and have a receipt and return procedure.

Authorization. Occasionally you will need
to confer with another advisor, or request
information from an investment firm or
insurance carrier.  You will need a blanket
authorization form for this, especially in
today’s culture of HIPAA Privacy and
Identity Protection.

Instructions for Effective Use. Financial
advisors want to delegate more tasks to
support staff, and those persons may not
be as comfortable explaining to the client
the need and use for all the information.
With each set of fact finding forms you will
receive printed instructions to use them
tactfully and effectively.

Image Consistency. If you want to
customize these forms, to use your
signature colors and add your logo and
identification you can easily do so.  These
are developed in Adobe PageMaker 7.0.
You, or a graphics person with a local
printer, can easily make the modifications
you desire.  Integrating these important
documents with your colors and logos will
strengthen your Brand.

Training. These materials are part of the
new IARFC Financial Planning Process™
course.  All enrolled students will use
them to initiate preparation of their
comprehensive plan that is part of the
curriculum requirements.  

For more information on this five-day (plus
additional assignments) program, call 
for a full information package, schedule 
of classes and available discounts:  
800 532 9060 or info@iarfc.org. 

Ordering. These forms are available in
plastic wrapped packages of 25 each.
You can also acquire the PageMaker file
and make all the changes you desire.  

Years ago, on the TV show, Dragnet.
Sergeant Joe Friday used to emphasize
that all he wanted were the facts.  Well, as
a financial advisor you know that you
cannot prepare a solid financial plan
without gathering and organizing all the
facts.  The extensive and comprehensive
nature of these forms enhances your
image as a professional — fully prepared
to deal with all aspects of financial issues.

Image Building. The fact finding forms
you use with prospects and clients should
also contribute to your professionalism.
Not necessarily fancy forms with lots of
pretty pictures that have obviously been
prepared elsewhere — but something that
looks as if it was developed by you.  At the
same time, they should be very complete,
and attractively presented.  You want all
client forms to appear to have been
developed exclusively by you.  In that
fashion, your image is enhanced and not
weakened.

Sort Information. You especially need to
clarify many issues with your prospects
and clients.  What are the Lifestyle
Interests, issues and dreams that are
important?  What are their Goals and
Objective?  All your insurance and
investment recommendations must be
solidly based on their Investment Attitudes
toward risk, reward and safety.  Every
plan, modular or comprehensive, must be
based on certain Planning Assumptions.
When asking for all this information you
are sometimes surprised, and it is much
better for this disclosure to happen
sooner, rather than later after your work.

Financial Facts. When gathering this type
of data it is important to get the complete
information necessary for your plan or
proposal.  Nothing is more frustrating 
than discovering you are missing some 
key ingredient for the calculations — and
having to either make an assumption —
or call the client for the data.  

Unfortunately, these data omissions
always seem to come to light at a time
when you are pressed and cannot reach
the client.

Generic Fact Finders. The IARFC has
worked with the developers of Plan
Builder and Practice Builder to design
generic forms that fit those software
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Data Form, for the Financial Facts, List of Requested Document and Records, $22.00 ___________ $___________
Receipt and Authorization, 12 pages, 2 color, packages of 25

Data Forms for Supplemental Planning Questions, Personal Interest, Goals & $10.00 ___________ $___________
Objectives, Planning Assumptions & Investment Attitudes, 2 color, pkgs. of 25

PageMaker 7.0  file for both Data Forms (CD with supporting Fonts and Graphics) $280.00 ___________ $___________

Dark Blue 1” Gold D Ring Financial Plan binder, with RFC debossed Logo $20.00 ___________ $___________

Dark Blue 1” Gold D Ring Financial Plan binder, without  the RFC Logo $20.00 ___________ $___________

Dark Blue half inch binder, with RFC debossed RFC logo (for modular plans) $18.00 ___________ $___________

Dark Blue half inch binder, without RFC Logo $14.00 ___________ $___________

Matching Dark Blue Notepad Folder, with RFC Logo $13.00 ___________ $___________

Matching Dark Blue Notepad Folder, without RFC Logo $13.00 ___________ $___________

Avery customizable Translucent tab set, with 12 tab sections $12.00 ___________ $___________

Avery customizable Translucent tab set, with 15 tab sections (recommended) $15.00 ___________ $___________

Flyer with Unibind proposal system that uses a hot glue process to “perfect bind” No Charge ___________ $___________
modular plans or document assembly; special binders required

Comprehensive Sample Financial Plan, with a Plan Construction Manual $145.00 ___________ $___________

Order total: $___________

Tax: $___________

U.S. Shipping Only Shipping: $___________

Total: $___________
Name:__________________________________________________________________ (Please print) Ohio Residents only.  Sales Tax 6.5% must be added.

Firm: ___________________________________________________________________ ❑ Visa ❑ MasterCard

Address: ________________________________________________________________ ❑ AmEx ❑ Discover

City:____________________________________________________________________ ❑ Check written to: IARFC

State:_____ Zip: ______________________________ Card No.: _________________________________________________________________

Phone: _____________________________________ Expiration: ________________________________________________________________

Fax: ________________________________________ E-mail:____________________________________________________________________

Your Signature:_________________________________________________________________________    Date:___________________________

Fax to:   513 424 5752          Mail to:   IARFC, Box 42506, Middletown, OH 45042-0506

15.00

Note:  The 1” plan binder holds from 50 to 150 plan pages

The half inch binder holds 10-50 pages

Data Forms, Plan Binders, Notepads & Tabs

Data Forms for Financial Facts 
and Personal Interests

Order preprinted Data Forms or personalize
them and print quantities locally

Comprehensive Sample Financial Plan 
with Preparation Documentation

Avery Translucent Colored Tab Sets

Planning Titles printed by user from furnished template

Padded Cover Gold Slanted D Rings

Concealed Rivets

(Optional) 
Debossed RFC logo

Matching
Notepads



Contacting trade publications with good
story ideas can be a straight path to great
clips that enhance your reputation and
increase good referrals.  Yes, trade
publications speak to your competitors.
Understood.  But stay open to the
possibility that an article in a trade
publication gives you a better opportunity
to impress clients, prospects and your
centers of influence than a one paragraph
quote in a national publication.  We all
know that appearing in the Wall Street
Journal is terrifically ego boosting.
Generally though, you get your name,
company name and a one-line quote.
Compare that short moment in the sun to
a full article in a trade publication that
thoughtfully defines your thoughts on an
investment topic.

Many articles in trade publications have
been written by financial advisors like you.
These publications are always looking for
the best thinking of advisors who deal
with the issues of financial planning 
every day.

Editors are particularly interested if you
are doing something differently and it is
working.  Some topics that have appeared
recently in the trade pubs that were
authored by advisors, have included 
the following:

•  How to manage ethics training for the
entire firm.

•  The financial issues faced by senior
couples who choose to marry

•  The hidden fees in group
annuity/401(k) plans.

In each case, the advisor could, after
receiving proper reprint permission, use
this information by posting it on their web
site, sending it via an e-mail campaign,
printing it and including it in prospecting
kits, and using it as a handout at a
seminar.

The challenge, of course, is to find a topic
that the publications have identified as
important to their readers.  Your
persuasive cover e-mail to the editor will
specifically state why this issue is of
interest to their readers and why you are
an expert on this issue.

In addition to the financial advisory
trades, don’t forget that all of your best
clients have earned their wealth in an

industry or profession.  If you have a
wealthy contractor, search for publications
that speak to other contractors.  If you
have a large percentage of doctors, look
for those publications that are read by the
doctors in multiple physician practices
who need help with employee benefits,
401(k) plans, and insurance.

What you do with your published articles
is key to making the strategy worth your
time.  Think about handing a prospect a
marketing package that has numerous
articles that you have written.  Prospects
are not likely to notice that an article has
appeared in a financial trade such as
Investment Advisor.  What they notice is
that not only were you smart enough to
write it, but you also
were perceived as
expert by the
publication, or they
would not have
published it. 

You are aware that
most clients will now
stealthily cruise
through your web site
before talking with
you.  A web site that
has your authored
articles posted or
linked back to the
publication adds an
extra amount of shine
to your reputation.
You are using the
third-party credibility
that comes when a
publication deems
you to be an expert. 

Your clients want to
trust you. They want
to be able to turn to
your for advice, but
first they have to be
convinced.  There is
no better way than offering your 
prospects articles you have written.  
They go a long way in convincing a
prospect to trust you.

You can also use your published articles
as requests for referral with your current
clients and important referral sources. 
Requesting referrals and at the same time
offering important information that
educates your clients as well as their
friends who may become clients, is an
important strategy for your firm.    

Lisbeth Wiley Chapman, Ink&Air, delivers
clients and assets to investment advisory
& financial services firms through a blend
of media and web communications
strategies.  She is the author of “Get
Media Smart!  Build Your Reputation,
Referrals & Revenues With Media
Marketing,” a professional development
program.  

Contact:  508 479 1033
beth_chapman@inkair.com
www.inkair.com

Publish Articles in Your Financial Trade Publications
Impress Clients and Prospects

Beth Chapman
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A cover letter can go something like the following: 

Dear Client:  

Recently, I was quoted in (name of publication), 
a publication that goes to 350,000 financial
professionals, on the topic of (give the title of 
the article and explain its premise.)

You have already made the decision that working
with a financial advisor is important to you by
becoming a client of this firm. Please pass the
attached copy of the article to your friends who
may be struggling with the difficult decision of
whom to trust with their financial affairs.  If you
need additional copies, please call our the office
(phone number).  We would be happy to speak
with your friends and colleagues about any
financial issues, whether a single pressing question,
or a need for comprehensive financial planning. 

Thank you for your business and enjoy the article.

Sincerely, etc.
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Display the IARFC Code of Ethics
Where does the IARFC stand? We solidly re-affirm our Code of Ethics. The simple,
straightforward yet thorough Code is easily and clearly understood by consumers as
well as other advisors, and it sends a strong message of your professionalism.

Proudly Display your Code of Ethics Wall Plaque in the entrance of your office,
waiting area, or in the room where you meet with clients.  The Code of Ethics is
handsomely placed behind clear plastic on a walnut base.  Wall or tabletop display.  

(8.5” x 13” — with some assembly required)

To order the RFC Code of Ethics plaque:  
$50 plus $10 shipping:   800 532 9060

As a young Philadelphia printer, long
before the American Revolution,
Benjamin Franklin realized that he
needed to get his own thinking straight if
he was to have the success he sought.
As a small printer in what was the
largest city in the Colonies, he had not
started out well.  He was virtually
unknown, and deeply in debt.  He
realized that the problem and the
solution lay entirely within himself.  He
selected 13 subjects which he felt were
necessary for him to acquire and master.
Every week he focused on one subject.
Franklin realized that only one week was
not sufficient for him to cement new
habits and customs.  So he repeated the
cycle four times for a year.  The net
result was the character improvement
that made him an internationally famous
writer, philosopher, legislator and
diplomat — all from a young printer. 

Ask questions. You can do two things
with a question: 

1.  Let prospects know what you think. 
2.  You can at the same time pay 

them the compliment of asking 
their opinion. 

A sale is not made in your mind, but in
the mind of your prospect.  Every word,
every question, every gesture you make
during your first face-to-face meeting
should have only one objective: assisting
the prospect in discovering a need,
whether you are selling a service like
financial planning, or a product like
insurance, investments or real estate.

The best way to get your prospects to
think and recognize a need is to ask

questions — relevant questions.  In many
cases, it’s the only way you will get
prospects to think and become
interested in evaluating a possible
solution to meet their need. 
People do not buy something unless they
feel it is in their interest and benefit to
do so.  The “interest” may be on the part
of themselves, their family, their
company, their charity or their
community.  The point to remember is
that probing questions provide you with
pertinent information. 

One of the surest ways to increase 
your selling effectiveness is to learn
more about what your prospects want.
Strategic questions develop this kind 
of information. 

Stating your ideas in the form of
questions shows prospects how you feel
about what they should do, but at the
same time, your prospect remains in the
“buyer’s seat.”  That means they feel in
control of the situation.  Buyers like to
feel in control, and your object is to sell
your service or product.  So who “feels”
in control isn’t important, getting a
successful conclusion is what counts

Cultivate the art of asking questions.
Carry this small Reminder with you.
Read it several times a day.  Memorize it.
We believe you’ll beat last year’s
performance! 

Six Things You Can Gain 
Using the Question Method 

• Helps you avoid arguments. 

• Helps you avoid talking too much. 

• Enables you to help prospects
recognize what they want. Then, you
can help them decide how to get it. 

• Helps crystallize prospects’ thinking.
The idea becomes theirs.   

• Helps you find the most vulnerable
point with which to close the sale —
the key issue. 

• Gives people a feeling of importance.
When you show that you respect their
opinion, they are more likely to
respect yours. 

Commit to bringing more order to your
work and your personal life.  The secret
of freedom from anxiety over not having
enough time lies not in working more
hours, but in the proper planning of
those hours.   

Kinder Brothers International teaches
sales and management professionals
how to experience lasting success.  Both
Jack  and Garry Kinder are members of
the IARFC and authors of books and
courses on financial services.

Their associate, Bill Moore, is a director
of the IARFC and he delivers the
Professional Patterns course worldwide
and is developing the Registered
Financial Manager workshop.

Contact:  927 380 0747
gkinder@kbigroup.com
www.KBIGroup.com

Think Right – Advice from Kinder Brothers International
Ask Questions



How often do we hear or see the phrase
“my customer’s interests come first.”  
Do we really think that prospective 
clients believe us?  Maybe it is actually
the opposite.  Just by saying it, we
become suspects.

So you can imagine how incredulous 
I was when I spoke to two of Jim
Cantwell’s clients and heard them say 
“I admire Jim.”  Now both these 
clients are business owners themselves.
They weren’t referring to the success 
of their portfolios. (Government
compliance regulations won’t let 
me write about that anyway.)   They 
were referring to the way Jim conducts 
his business.

I actually opened the dictionary to find the
exact definition of the word ‘admire.’   The
most common is:   to regard with wonder,
pleasure, or approval.  Now that is pretty
powerful stuff. 

I wasn’t going to let these comments 
go without asking for specific details.  
I wanted to know what Jim had 
actually done.

Bob, a retired computer consultant had
used Jim as his CPA, helping him with tax
issues as it related to his business and
personal life.  Bob used a different advisor
for his financial planning needs.  

So what was it that Bob admired about
Jim?  Bob said, “Jim respected the fact
that I had a relationship with another
professional.  He never asked me to

consider switching over and use him
as my financial advisor.”

Bob actually called Jim and told him
that he was dissatisfied with his
current advisor and wanted to hire
Jim.  Only then did Jim become
Bob’s financial advisor too.

Alice’s story is even more incredible.
She also used Jim as the
accountant for her business.  As her
business grew, Jim suggested she
consider using an accountant who is
a guru in QuickBooks (a software
package for small businesses).  So
Alice, found another accountant who
knew QuickBooks.  

However, her new accountant
treated her staff with derision.  

He was always telling Alice that 
they were incompetent.  Alice fired 
him and asked Jim to become her
accountant again.

Jim is a stubborn guy.  He found Alice
another QuickBooks expert.  Again, 
things didn’t work out.  This time Alice 
told Jim that she was not going to work
with any other accountant.  Jim was the
person she would work with it.  And she
had Jim hire a QuickBooks consultant to
help out.  However, she was firm — Jim
was her accountant (and later her
financial advisor).

I guess you have to admire a guy 
who actually gives up business to help 
his clients.

We live in a world in which marketing is
king.  Some of Jim’s competitors present
themselves as almost larger then life.  But
Jim kind of fits the stereotype of a CPA.
He is a reserved person not a back
slapper, nor a joke teller (If he starts
telling you his one joke that he uses at his
seminars, about the dentist and the
mortician, please have him stop. It really
isn’t so funny).

Jim knows he is a reserved and well
organized person.  He admitted that he
lays out his cloths the night before he
goes into work.  I might define that as
being obsessive-compulsive, but then it
might be a great attribute for an
accountant or financial advisor.

Jim keeps his client’s comments totally
confidential.  I could see Bob or Alice
getting up and telling the above story 20
years from now at Jim’s retirement party.
His daughter would look over to him and
say.  “Dad why didn’t you ever tell me that.
I’m so proud of you.”

I decided she shouldn’t wait 20 years.   

Contact:  301 408 2441
taxsav2000@aol.com
www.cantwellfinancial.com

Business Success Profile Doing the Right Thing
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Jim Cantwell is both a CPA and a RFC®. He offers tax advice and financial planning services.  His office is in Silver Springs, MD a suburb of
Washington DC.  Profile written by Hesh Reinfeld, veteran journalist.

Jim and Judy Cantwell are filling the needs of their clients first.



As financial advisors, we often see our
practices morph into new specializations.
For me, one such niche is providing
transitional career advice to a very special
group of clients:  retiring senior-ranking
military officers.

These officers face some unique
situations.  After serving our country, they
face retirement, either by choice or by
force, in their 40s or 50s.  They either
need to supplement their military
pensions, or wait (if on reserve status) for
years to receive their full pension benefits.
When leaving the military they have to
make many critical decisions as to
pensions, investments, and new careers.
In this regard, they are like their executive
counterparts in corporate America.

One challenge that I see is that many of
these senior-ranking officers have been
their own investment advisors.
Throughout their career, they have moved
and become self-reliant and frugal.  They
are accustomed to free, low-cost or “do it
yourself” services and continue to believe
they can do it all on their own. 

Most often it is the husband who has
served on active duty.  These men are
usually deeply involved in their military
duties, so it is not unusual for me to meet
first with the wife, prior to approaching the
husband.  Remember, the husbands can
be called away from home at any time for
up to six months or more. 

The biggest challenge is earning their
trust.  I am working with individuals who
are strong, self-reliant leaders.  They
appreciate my unique, Trust, but Verify!
approach to financial planning.  My
presentations have to be crisp and well
organized.  I often feel like I am their Chief
of Staff presenting a battle plan.  In order
to earn their trust, I often need the help of
a partner.  I’m not talking about one of my
professional partners.  No, it’s their life
partner, their spouse.

Military wives are the Chief of Staff in
their households.  They have major
responsibilities in keeping the family’s
financial well being on track and are used
to taking control as warranted.

However, even after we have developed a
well thought out traditional financial plan,
my job is not finished.  My clients face some
critical second career choices.  They are
young enough to start second careers; they
have all the attributes to be successful in
business, and they know how to be effective
and efficient.  I counsel them about the
importance of having a business plan and
executing that plan.  It will definitely
increase their likelihood of success. 

In Fairfax, Virginia, (a suburb of
Washington, DC) where I live and work,
numerous families have served our
country for generations.  For many, the
final tour of duty has been in this area.
They usually have friends and associates
from years of previous assignments who
are also living here.  Their children may
follow in their military parents’ or
grandparents’ footsteps.  This provides
easier networking and more prosperous
opportunities to starting a second career.

Many see their best option as taking a job
with a company that supports the military.
Financially, it is a good choice because
the new salaries often double their
military pay.  As experts, they already have
the name recognition in their field of
specialization.  They can “hit the ground
running” by quickly picking up lucrative
business contracts.  (Looking back at the
hard work that most financial advisors
face to start up our businesses and build
up a client base, I get a little jealous.)

Sound good?  It’s almost too good.  My
clients also face some other unique
challenges. Spending their adult life in the
military, it’s easy to look at the world
differently.  Many times their active duty
characteristics carry forward into their
second career attitudes.  They have a
state of mind that assumes:  employees
follow orders, the chain of command is
sacrosanct, and everyone shares a
common set of values — which may not
be the case.

Working for corporations may not always
be the wisest option.  I counsel my clients
that it may be in their best interest to
consider entrepreneurial opportunities
such as being self-employed consultants.

They really don’t need the health benefits
being offered by corporate America
because they already receive extensive
health benefits and a pension as retired
military officers.

It can be daunting for some to move out
of their comfort zone and become self-
employed.  I explain that there are many
approaches, which run the spectrum from
relatively low-risk to risky ventures.  For
several clients, I have become their
business coach in addition to their
financial advisor.  Remember, for 20 years
or more they have worked in the largest
organization in the USA. 

My advice to my fellow financial planners
is to listen carefully to all the issues facing
your clients.  You may be able to help
them in ways you never anticipated.  It’s
good for business and it helps you realize
that you are making a difference in your
client’s life.  To borrow the famous
statement from Chuck Yeager, the aviator
who first broke the sound barrier, that is
The Right Stuff.   

John F. Wood, RFC® is an Independent
Financial Planner with Wood Financial
Group, LLC, Fairfax, VA.  John’s 
company mission is Take Care of You
First!  Then, pass on maximum wealth to
the people, places and causes that you
love and support. He offers Securities
and Advisory Services through  LPL
Financial, a Registered Investment
Advisor, member FINRA .  Wood Financial
Group, LLC and LPL are separate and
unrelated companies.

Contact:  571 432 0440
johnwood@WFG-plan.com 
www.WFG-plan.com

Serving Military Clients
What Advisors Should Know

John F. Wood, RFC®
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is one among 30
persons in the
country who are
designated as a
Registered
Financial
Consultant (RFC),
an international
credential for
financial
planners.  

As financial
“coach”; Manuja
got interested in
insurance,
though he was
basically only an
engineer and
MBA.  A brief
exposure to the
insurance
industry, which
he calls as “pure
chance”, made
him decide his
career as he wanted to have financial
independence.  He prefers to apply
concepts and simplify them for the people
at large.  This gave him immense
satisfaction as he was “exploring a new
industry”.  According to him “money is
very important, provided one takes charge
of one’s life.”  

Anil believes difference between the rich
and the poor is not money.  It is mindset.
“You may have lots of money, but if you
cannot manage it properly, money just
disappears and your status becomes
momentary, but if you plan your life and
investments, then even with some money
you can smartly multiply it, and sustain
your lifestyle.”  

As for saving, Manuja believes that there
are three legs in financial planning:

1.  Insurance — which provides you a
Security to maintain your Standard of
living and offset your liability (if any) for
safe future.

2.  Saving — in case of mishap, you should
have a liquidity of 3-6 months.

3.  Investment — store enough for the
future to bring financial independence
in your life.  These should be used by a
person for his overall well being.

How does Manuja go about his business?
He takes the prospective client into
confidence and gets to know his entire
financial background.  Then, he lays out

the various options he has for him (client)
and gives his suggestions as to which
would be the best.  

This way he ensures that he “empowers
people” who come to him to take charge
of their personal finances.  He has an
impressive client list of over 250 families,
including prestigious businessmen, local
and national entrepreneurs and
individuals.  Manuja believes that
financial education or literacy is what is
lacking among investors.  They followed
the crowd or display the herd mentality.
This is why he says that coaching is very
much necessary and is eager to take
classes and educate the investors.  What
makes the talk more interesting is his
determination to go ahead, despite the
difficulties.  Ironically, he has come up
despite a handicap in his right hand
fingers, which has not come in the way 
of his writing.  Message for the readers:
He points out that dreams and goals 
can be achieved if one has clarity on
financial goals.   

Contact:  anil.manuja@gmail.com
022-26506141
+91– 98 2039 7048

This article is reprinted with complete
credit to Insurance World magazine’s
October 2007, published in Anil’s home
country.  Anil was in the first group of RFC
course completers held in Mumbai, India.

RFC Profile — Anil Manuja

Anil Manuja, RFC®, a member of the
Mumbai, India Chapter is no ordinary
Financial Planner.  A brief chat would
convince any person that Anil is unique.
For, seldom does one come across a
financial planner whose professed
mission is to financially “coach” clients
and help them in selecting the best plan.
In other words, he is not in the process of
merely selling financial products, but
would like to “educate’ clients first on the
various investment avenues available.
The Associate Editor of “Insurance World”,
V. Raghurman, had the opportunity of
recently meeting him at his modest office
in suburban Kurla, in North — East
Mumbai.  

Immediately, one is impressed by his
frankness and simplicity.  Talking with him
for about an hour, one is taken by his
sincerity.  Manuja surely does not fall in
the category of people who move about
as financial advisors and lose no
opportunity to make a quick buck.  He
goes about his task in a systematic
manner. Not for him the hurry-burry that
one sees with many financial planners.
Founder of Strategic Insurance and
Investment Services which later on
became Strategic Financial Services,
Manuja is in this line for the last 18 years.
He has a simple but emphatic goal:  “We
turn ordinary people into millionaires and
we prevent millionaires from becoming
ordinary people.”  Vision is to “provide
extraordinary experience in order to create
unbelievable customer success.” His
mission is “To facilitate customer success
by providing value oriented solution
through proper diagnostic tools on a
continuous basis,” 

He has defined the core values in life-
value creation-by expanding VALUE to
denote: V = value creation, A = ambitious,
L = long term relation, U = unbiased
approach, E = ethical practice.

A qualified and accomplished financial
consultant specializing in insurance and
investment, Manuja is one of among 9
people in India who have the Life
Underwriter Training Course Fellow
(LUTCF) credentials from the American
College.  He is also a Million Dollar Round
Table (MDRT) member, a premier
association of global financial
professionals that comprises nearly
33,000 people.  MDRT membership is
recognized internationally as the standard
of sales excellence in life insurance and
financial services business.  Besides, he
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clients, which you have hired a magician
to perform for them and their children 
or grandchildren.  Your subject line is:
Come See the Amazing Abercrombie  

You’ve done it again, the “Dirty Word” this
time is:  Amazing

What have we learned?  That according to
SPAM blockers, and the marketing
organizations that try to get around them,
there are certain words you should never
use in the Subject line of your Email.  You
should also avoid using these words in the
first few words of the text, since some
blockers are now looking there as well.

One more example. You receive an
excellent article from an associate, a
vendor or a professional association.  The
topic is “Where is the Market Headed?”
You decide to forward this to 160 clients.
Unwittingly you have turned excellent
information into spam. How?  When
forwarding it, the new subject line is now
Re:  Where is the Market Headed? Spam
blockers generally interpret the Re: as a
piece of e-mail text that is being forwarded
to millions of recipients.  Therefore it will
be blocked, quarantined, or labeled as
SPAM, and perhaps instantly deleted.

Ed Morrow is the chairman and chief
executive of the IARFC and he speaks
frequently at professional conferences on
topics related to his practice experience —
and  enabling financial advisors to
increase their sales production and client
services through effective presentations
and client relationship management.  

Contact:  800 666 1656 ext. 14
edm@iarfc.org
www.iarfc.org

Your email box is full of junk mail — and
so is that of your clients, prospects and
the persons with whom you do business.
That even includes writers, editors and
publishers to whom you might chose to
send a media release or a news bulletin.

Important emails to clients and
prospects may not get through 

because you are using Dirty Words!

No, I am not speaking of vulgar terms —
but of words that SPAM blockers use to
screen out unsolicited emails.  They call
them “Dirty Words.”

To deal with the overload of unwanted
email, some consumers change their

email address frequently,
but for you as a business
person, that will not work.  It
will also not work for most
of the stable persons that
are your clientele.

So you (and all your clients
and prospects) must turn 
to a SPAM blocker.  Some
work by requiring permission
from the recipient, and you
can have control over these
lists.  However, if you are
flooded with inquiries, and if
you also receive legitimate
email from persons not
already approved, then you
might miss an important
piece of mail.

For example, I use Choice
Mail to screen out SPAM.  It
accumulates a massive list
of all the blocked emails,
storing them temporarily.  I
can go through the list to be
sure it is not blocking
someone I really want to
hear from.  Yesterday, I went
through the list and
approved only one, and
deleted thousands.  So at
about 2:00 in the afternoon,
my blocked mailbox was
empty.  Now, less than 20
hours later, I returned.  Sure
enough, there were 186
new pieces of mail — all
blocked.  Of that number
only one was from a man in
India whose name I
recognized and wanted to
communicate with.  But it
took time to scan the titles
and delete the blocked
persons, 50 at a time.

Perhaps you do not intend to do any form
of mass emailing.  You just want to
communicate the same message to ten
clients.  So you develop your email and
use a “Dirty Word” in your subject line:
There’s No Free Lunch!

Where’s the “Dirty Word?”  Why, it is right
there, staring at you:  Free

SPAM Blockers interpret this as an
unsolicited sales attempt, and your
interesting article about some economic
issue goes unread.  Next week you
prepare another email — this time an
invitation to a picnic you are having for

Dirty Words

Ed Morrow, CLU, ChFC, CFP®, RFC®
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act now
ad
amazing 
apply now
as seen
avoid 
be your own boss
buy 
call now
cash
click here
collect 
compare
consolidate
credit 
dear friend
discount
double
earn 
easy 
eliminate
extra 
fast 
financial freedom
for only
free
friend
get 
gift
hello
herbal
hidden
home based
hot 
info
information you
requested
instant
insurance
limited 
loans
lose
lower
lowest

make money
medicine
mortgage
multi level
notspam 
now only
offer 
online degree
online marketing
only 
open
opportunity
pharmacy
promised your
re:
refinance
removes 
reverse
sample
satisfaction
search engine
serious
stop
stops
teen
tv
undisclosed recipient
weight
winner
work from home
you

$$$ or even $

all words relating to sex,
pornography or medicine

anything like YELLING 
(words in CAPS)

e.x.t.r.a. punctuation

g a p p y text



What Multi-million Dollar Financial Advisors Know that You Don’t
By Katherine Vessenes, JD, CFP®, RFC®

continued on page 23
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Every financial advisor wants to know 
how they can dramatically increase 
their business.  The answer is simpler
than you think.  I tell these advisors they
need to focus on PMS.  What’s PMS?
Three things:

•  Prospecting

•  Meeting with clients

•  Solidifying the Relationship or 
Closing the Sale

Here is what I mean.  A few years ago 
I had an amazing opportunity — I got 
to work with 12 financial advisors, 
each averaging $1.2 million in 
fees and commissions.  My mission 
was two fold:  to see from the inside 
what it is like to be a million dollar 
advisor and also to test out all the 
advice I had been giving audiences 
for years — did my techniques for 
building trust and solidifying relationships
still work?

Have you ever been in a situation where
one plus one didn’t add up to two, but you
got 50 instead?

That is just want happened when I 
dusted off my Series 7 and went to 
work at Blue Bonnet Advisors sitting
across from investors for the first time 
in a decade.

Now Blue Bonnet had an amazing
reputation for creating multimillion-dollar
advisors out of Middle-America investors.
One advisor, who I don’t think was even
30 years old, was generating over
$750,000 by the end of his second 
year there.  What makes his story so
amazing is he did it entirely with “B”
leads, prospects with less than $75,000
to invest.  His success depended 
on a great sales process and sticking 
to the basic formula: his job was just
three things: prospect for new clients,
meet with clients, close the sale.  
That was it.

One of the secrets of Blue Bonnet’s
amazing success was that everything
other than PMS was delegated to
someone other than the financial advisor.
And I do mean everything.

This is what happened to me on my first
day there.  My new assistant handed me
my cell phone.  Now normally new cell
phones are a big drain on my time and no
end of frustration to me.  I am extremely
un-mechanical and it can take me hours
to figure out the most basic functions of a
modern phone.

Everything was different at Blue Bonnet.
My assistant doesn’t just hand me my
phone, she also spends 10 minutes
tutoring me on how it works.  She had
even preprogrammed in my husband and
children’s phone numbers.  She took the
time to set up the pass code to my voice
mail and then explained it all to me in
language befitting a kind kindergarten
teacher.  Seem like a simple thing to do?
It saved me two full hours!

Many times I will ask an audience, why
did she do this for me?  The answer is the
key to being a multimillion-dollar advisor —
me spending two hours trying to figure out
a new phone is not PMS.  The time I
would spend reading the manual was
time much better spent meeting with
clients, prospecting and closing the sale.
Someone else would need to do
everything else.

In fact, during the entire time we 
tested out our systems and theories 
at Blue Bonnet, I never made a call 
to the hairdresser, dentist or doctor 
to set up a visit.  Sure those calls 
would only take 5 minutes each.  
Making those appointments was not 
PMS.  If you add up enough of those,
answering voice mail and email, it
becomes pretty easy to find three 
or four extra hours each week —
hours that should be spent in front 
of clients.  That can easily mean
generating thousands of extra dollars
every week!

Blue Bonnet’s system was so beautiful, 
so elegant, so successful, we have 
used variations of it with every 
client since. 

In short: this system can easily take 
a $200,000 advisor and turn them 
into a million dollar advisor in about 
18 months.  If you are already at a 
million, it can get you to 3 or 4 million 

or even more in just a short period 
of time.  Case in point — the woman in 
the office next to me had been working 
for another firm.  She had never made
more than $200,000 a year.  Her first
year at Blue Bonnet?  She made 
$1.3 million!  All she did was stick to 
the system and focus on PMS.

Once we saw what this system could 
do for both average advisors and
superstars, we have used it with large
broker dealers, smaller advisory firms,
and every other type of financial advisor 
in between.  If they follow the system, 
they will get great results.

A little bit more about how it works:

Blue Bonnet understood the key to
everyone there making a lot of money 
was to free up the advisors time so 
they could meet with clients.  To do this,
every FA, even me with no client base,
had at least one registered sales
assistant.  The big guys, those generating
$3 million or more might have 5 or 6
assistants — sometimes even more.  
We called them Client Service Managers
(CSMs) and they worked much like a 
chief of staff or even the COO of the FA’s
book of business.

The CSM became the hub or the 
interface between the FA and all the 
other departments.  During the entire
time I was there I did not fill out a 
single application, create a financial 

Katherine Vessenes, JD, CFP®, RFC®
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Unfortunately, his production dropped
because he was spending so much 
time in front of the computer creating
financial plans, he was not meeting with
clients.  He was a good planner, but he
was not willing to stick to their sales
process.  He took on too much of the 
work himself.  The principals eventually
fired him!  Even though his production
was $500,000 per year!  Creating plans 
is not PMS.

Here are some things you can do to start
focusing on PMS and getting into the
multimillion-dollar circle:

1. Take two days and keep a log of 
how you spend your time. Try to 
do it in 10-minute increments 
through out the day. Next to each 
item, note if it is P, M, S or O for 
other. Then add up how much time
you are spending on PMS and how
much you are wasting on things that
don’t necessarily add to your bottom
line. Compute what percent of your
time is focused on PMS. If you are 
new to this system, a good goal 
would be 50% of your time. If you 
want to make over a million 
per year, your goal should be 
over 80%.

2. Take a look at all the things that 
are marked “O”. Pick out the biggest
time and energy drains and create 
a plan for delegating them to 
someone else.

3. Aim for 15 face-to-face meetings with
clients per week.

You do this, you will make more money — 
I guarantee it!   

Katherine Vessenes, JD, CFP®, RFC®, 
is a nationally known author and 
speaker, focusing on sales, marketing,
compliance and practice management
issues for broker/dealers and 
advisors.  Her coaching and training
services have helped many advisors
multiply their income through better
business procedures.  Order her 
latest book:  Building a Multimillion 
Dollar Practice.  

Contact:  952 401 1045
katherine@vestmentadvisors.com
www.vestmentadvisors.com

plan, review an insurance policy, 
analyze an investment portfolio, or 
handle a service complaint.  Other staff
members did all of these vitally important
tasks so I could focus on meeting with
clients.  I didn’t even meet with the
insurance department, the investment
department and I had minimal dealings
with the planning department.  My CSM
interfaced with them.  

In a typical day I would show up at work
having no idea who I would be meeting
with.  It was not unusual to have three or
even four new prospect meetings in a day.
Every advisor, including me, had a goal of
15 face-to-face client meetings per week!
Since most of my meetings took me two
hours, I tried to spend at least 30 hours
per week in front of clients.  Trust me.
You cannot help but generate a lot of
money when you spend this much time
with clients.

After I would finish each client meeting, 
I would review the case with my CSM.  
We would jointly fill out a short form to let
the planning department know how I
wanted to handle the case.  I might
suggest some investment solutions or I
might let the planning department come
up with the solutions.  This short review
meeting took no more than 15 minutes 
of my time.

When everything was working smoothly, I
never thought about the case again, until
shortly before the clients were due back
for their plan presentation.

My CSM made sure the plan was
completed on time.  She filled out all 
of the applications.  She made sure 
any missing pieces of information 
were transferred to the planning
department so they could complete the
plan accurately.

Before the clients were due back in my
office for the “solutions meeting”, I would
review the plan.  She also had prepared
all the sales literature I would need and
pre-completed the applications.  I didn’t
think about anything other than focusing
on the client.

This model was great for generating 
a lot of business.  However, it certainly
rubbed one advisor the wrong way.
George had a background as an
experienced financial planner, and didn’t
like the plans that the financial planning
department had created for him.  He
decided to create his own plans and
frankly, they were probably better.
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Memo & Letter
Ready-to-Use

Communication is critical for all
of your contacts — whether
cementing relationships with
your best clients or building trust
and confidence with prospects.

To achieve the level of
communication desired you
must employ a variety of
materials.  Newsletters, birthday
cards, letters, reprints and
articles like this one.

You could research, write and
fact check an article like this
yourself — but wouldn’t your time
be more effectively spent face to
face with your contacts?

When your clients, and even 
your prospects, have questions
about the changes in their own
particular situation who will 
they call?

The article is 4 pages and briefly
illuminates all of the areas that
are of concern to individuals,
families, and business owners.

Sales@FinancialSoftware.com
800 666 1656

www.FinancialSoftware.com



You may not believe this but, I Don’t Know
Everything! If you don’t know how to use
your media kit, then say so.  If you don’t
know what to do with your media kit, then
say so.  If you don’t know how to place
your media kit to work for you, then just
say so.  Don’t fake it.  

Don’t pretend you are an expert on what
to do with your media kit if you are not an
expert on this.  I’ll send you free details on
how to use your media kit or I will write
about that in these pages.  I have been
blessed to learn about financial planning
from some industry greats, Loren Dunton,
Marta Dunton, Vernon D. Gwynne, Ed
Morrow, T. Jerry Royer, John Bogle, the
late W. Clement Stone, and others.  But I
am not a financial planner.  I’m a media
advocate for financial professionals.   

Are You the Expert? Financial planners
routinely advise me about how to
ghostwrite a best-selling book.  And yet
most have never written one best-selling
book.  Not even one legitimately 
published book.  Yet I have ghosted five
books that made The New York Times
top-ten best-seller list, plus many other
titles published by major legitimate book
publishers.  Few book industry editors
have achieved this.  

Promote Your Book. If you have a true
publisher they will promote your book, but
if you are self-published you need to
promote your book aggressively.  Your
Media CD should have excerpts and
purchasing information.  I attend book
industry conventions, and acting as a
literary agent, have called on major
editors in Manhattan for over 27-years.  
I was once Editor-In-Chief for a financial
book publishing company.  Books do not
sell themselves. 

Do you give away Free Books? If so, they
probably cost you about $6 each.  For less
than one dollar you can insert your Media
CD.  Whether you give them away or sell
them, your books are great delivery
vehicles for your Media CD.

Visit the President. Frequently financial
planners tell me how to get them invited
to the White House but they have never
arranged for anyone to be invited to the
White House.  I have arranged many
White House visits that included photo
ops with the President of the United

States.  I have also arranged trips aboard
Air Force One and appointments to
Presidential Commissions.  These are
great photo opportunities, and those
photos belong on your Media CD.  

Are You Published? A list of all your
published articles, and perhaps even a
copy of one article should be on your
Media CD.  The public — your prospective
clients, the business persons you want to
deal with, and the media will respect you
if you have published articles, pamphlets
and books.  

What if You Aren’t published? Then do
something about it.  Start with writing a
short (less than 2,000 words) paper on
some aspect of your practice.  It might be
a planning technique or a unique client
problem you have solved.  Submit it to the
IARFC Register.  Does that get you clients?
No.  But if you then reproduce your article
and send it to hundreds of people and
place a copy on your Media CD — then you
will get results.  Sure, most recipients will
not read the whole article.  That doesn’t
matter.  Now you are a published expert!

What Recognition have You Received?
This is important, and with a little bit of
effort you can be recognized.  Recognition
belongs in your Media Kit.  For example,
one project might be for you to be on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame, or have your
names in lights on Times Square, or to
have celebrity endorsements.  You might
be listed on a local, state or federal
government commissions or “think-tank.”
Maybe you have met with world-famous
VIP types!  Maybe an American flag has
been flown over the Senate Office
Building in your honor.  You may have
received other types of official awards and
formal honors.  Do not count production
awards — they offer the image that you
are just in business to make more money.  

Be Charitable. There are projects that
planners can accomplish on their own,
such as founding some type of charitable
activity.  But you must use these to gain a
bit of media attention, even if it is just a
photo of you turning pancakes at some
fund raising event, or hiking through the
woods with the Boy Scouts.

All these forms of recognition and
achievement belong in your Media Kit and
that kit will help you increase your

prominence.  Advertising is very expensive,
and often very ineffective in gaining
recognition.  What you need is professional
image-building promotion.  The structure
of Media Kits will also change and grow
with the times.  As the financial trainer,
Lew Nason wisely suggested, “Place your
Media Kit on a CD and use it all the time.”
Remember, obtaining national and
international speaking engagements 
can be easy, if people know who you are
and that you would be a good speaker.  
A CD-ROM is very inexpensive — less
expensive than lots of photocopies placed
in an attractive paper folder.      

How’s Your Slogan?

You do have a slogan don’t you?  Your
slogan should suggest your persona and
how you want to be positioned.  Your
slogan should help reveal why you are
unique and special.  For example one of
America’s most successful financial
planners uses America’s First Lady of
Financial Planning.  She wants to be
perceived as a generalist who does not
specialize in any market segment.  

Are you targeting seniors, truck drivers,
association members, etc.?  Then you
need a slogan that will resonate with 
your market.  Perhaps your slogan 
should reflect some unique capacity or
success.  For example, Lew Nason uses
“The Nine-Out-Of-Ten Guy!,” because 
this refers to why he became famous 
in the first place (for closing 9 of 10
presentations).  Steve Bailey, a highly
successful North Carolina financial
planner uses “The Southern Gentleman of
Financial Planning”.  He is admired for his
relaxed and non-threatening “Andy of
Mayberry” type of charm.  

Sometime a slogan helps people
remember your name.  Mehdi
Fakharzadeh, the world’s most successful
living and active insurance sales agent,
uses, “If Mehdi can you can!” “Mister
Mehdi” chose this line because he
succeeded despite almost impossible
odds.  At the time he could not speak
English and his territory was a slum area
of New York City.  Most of his clients did
not think they could afford insurance.
They couldn’t remember his full name.
His slogan helped with both.  Create and

Cato Comments – About Your Image...
How to Use Your Media Kit — Part 2

continued on page 25
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use a one-line slogan or theme-line that
works best for your unique situation.  Use
that on your letterhead, business card,
website — and especially in your electronic
Media Kit. 

Put Your Media CD to Work

Send It out. Your Media CD will do you no
good sitting in your office. Send it to all
the local media outlets.  Not just
traditional newspapers, but all the
business and other weekly tabloids.  Send
it to the radio and TV outlets.  Send it to
civic associations with an offer to be a
speaker at a future meeting.  Send it to
areas schools that might want you to be a
lecturer on personal finance (more
accolades for your Media CD).

Give it to Clients. Why might you do this —
to request referrals, of course!

Give it to Prospects. I would wager that
very few financial customers have ever
been handed a Media CD by a financial
advisor they were considering doing
business with.   

Forrest Wallace Cato, RFMA, RFC®,
arranges for financial advisors to serve on
the boards of corporations, associations,
foundations, and other organizations.  
He is former Communications Director 
of the IAFP, now FPA.  Cato is former
Editor-in-Chief of Trusts & Estates: 
The Journal of Wealth Management and
Financial Planner magazine.  He is
International Editor of Advisers magazine
in China.  Cato is a senior fellow in
Financial Planning Media Advocacy 
at the Al-Habtoor School of Business in
Dubai (United Arab Emirates).  He
presents The Cato Award during the
IARFC sponsored conference.  Cato is an
award-winning author, op-ed writer, critic,
essayist, biographer, scholar, speech
writer, and financial sales researcher.
Cato wrote the Introduction to the classic
book How To Sell Your Way Through Life
by Napoleon Hill.  Public Relations
Quarterly called Cato, “The Ultimate
Media Insider for Financial Professionals.”
He works for advisors and agents, 
helping them create, establish, and
maintain their desired images (positions
as the leaders in their target market

areas).  Cato is credentialed as a 
member of the media authorized to 
cover the U.S. Congress and the White
House and he has interviewed five
Presidents of the United States.

Contact:  770 516 9395
forrestcato01@bellsouth.net
CatoMakesYouFamous.com
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Forrest Wallace Cato
RFMA, RFC®

Jim Rogers, president of the Rogers
Group of Vancouver Canada is the current
president of the Million Dollar Round
Table.  This article originally appeared in
the November/December issue of their
magazine, Round the Table.  

Rogers addressed IARFC CE-at-Sea™
Cruise from Vancouver to Alaska  in 2007.

Contact:  604 737 6700
jimrogers@rogersgroup.com
www.rogersgroup.com

Professionals in every field of endeavor
are those individuals seen to be at the 
top of their games. Sports stars come 
to mind. They are the best at what 
they do, and their incomes reflect their
status as professionals.

MDRT members, having qualified by 
their production to belong to “The 
Premier Association of Financial
Professionals,” can also be fairly
described as professionals in the same
way as athletes because our production
generally results in our also having
comparatively high incomes.

I would argue, however, that we, like
professional athletes, are only small “p”
professionals if it’s only our high incomes
that differentiate us (MDRT members)
from other insurance or financial advisors.
That’s because there is another, more
common, version of the word
“professional” when used in the context 
of an individual’s occupation. 

For example, individuals who work in 
the fields of medicine and law, as 
medical doctors and attorneys, are often
described as working in a profession, and
are, therefore, commonly seen as

professionals by the general public. As
such, one might refer to them as large “P”
professionals since, in addition to their
typically making relatively large incomes,
they share a common, formal education,
too. The same holds true of other
commonly viewed professions, such as
accounting, engineering and architecture,
because these occupations also require a
formal, professional education.

If it is important for us as professional
insurance or financial advisors to gain the
professional stature that we may desire,
then obtaining a recognized professional
designation can go a long way to assisting
us — and, in the process, move us from
small “p” professional status (high income
earners) to large “P” professional status
(high earners with a professional
designation). In this way, too, we give
more meaning to our tagline, which
describes us as “financial professionals.”

So, let me encourage those of you 
who want to improve your knowledge —
and improve your qualifications in the
process — to seriously consider obtaining
a recognized industry designation. 
You’ll be glad you did, and so will the
clients you serve.   

What Does It Take to Be a Pro?

Jim Rogers, BA, MBA, CFP®, CLU, RFC®



Let’s face it.  Internet marketing is
challenging.  But if you have an IARFC
website, and can spend an hour or two a
week doing the activities on the Marketing
Tips page on www.iarfcwebsites.com, you
will get results.  You will generate leads
and new business directly from your
website, from people who would never
have found you otherwise.

I recently did some Google searches 
for an IARFC member who has had an
IARFC website for a couple of years.  
He has attended some of our free, 
twice-monthly Internet marketing
webinars, and has followed many of our
recommendations.  Most of these
activities cost nothing but a person’s time,
and we provide step-by-step tutorials for
doing these tasks.

Here are the results of my Google
searches for this person’s keywords, the
phrases that he uses on his website:

1. For “financial planning (his city)” —
his company appears in TWO locations
on PAGE ONE of Google – position 
#5 in the top Google Maps section,
and position #3 in the regular,
“organic” listings.  This is out of
354,000 results.

2. For  “retirement income (his city)” —
his company again appears in two
locations on page one of Google —
position #2 in the regular results, 
and position #2 in the Google 
Maps group.

3. For “wealth manager (his city)” —
his company appears on page one 
of Google, in position #9.

4. For “financial planner (his city)” —
his company appears in two locations
on page one of Google — position #3
in the Google Maps section, and
position #6 in the regular results.

But wait.  It gets better. On Yahoo 
Search and MSN Search, he gets similar
results, always appearing on page one.
On Yahoo Local, he is at the very top: on
page one/position one for three of these
search phrases.

This IARFC member paid little or nothing
for these high rankings.  The Internet
marketing advice and step-by-step
instructions are free services available 
to all IARFC website subscribers.  

Yes, it will take some time and a 
modest amount of effort.  The payoff 
can be quite amazing.  

Another website customer had his 
site for about a year, but wasn’t doing 
any online marketing activities.  Then,
about 18 months ago, he started
attending the marketing webinars and
following the suggestions.  He is now
happy to report that several dozen of his
current individual accounts, and six of his
large group accounts came from the
quote requests on his website, or resulted
from direct phone calls from new
prospects who said they found him on 
the Internet. 

If you already have an IARFC website, and
haven’t paid much attention to raising its
visibility on the search engines, or using it
to get leads, or are finally considering
taking the plunge with a new website,
here are some online marketing tips to
get you started:

Web Marketing Means 
Focus, Focus, Focus

It is helpful to understand that search
engines display a list of web pages, not
websites, when someone enters a search
phrase.  That means every page on your
site has ranking potential.  It’s a good
idea to focus your copy around one or two
phrases, maximum, for each page.  Put
the keywords and phrases in your

headline, introductory paragraph and
conclusion. Give the search engines every
opportunity to know exactly what the main
topic of your page is.  If you have an IARFC
website, you have over a dozen fully
customizable pages that you can use for
this focused approach.  Always include
your state, main city and surrounding
ones on every web page.

It’s also useful to understand that it is
essentially impossible to compete with the
entire world on a large range of search
phrases, nor would you want to.  But you
can compete on specific services within a
targeted geographic region.  The more
targeted and focused you are, the more

Get Leads the Google Way
It’s Easier Than You Think

Sylvia Todor
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What’s worse than losing a client —
having a client forget about you.  Let 
me explain.

My column had not appeared in a
newspaper for two months.  I feared the
editor had set a new strategic direction in
which business humor was de-
emphasized.  But it was actually worse, he
just forgot about me.  I called and asked
meekly, “Do you realize that you haven’t
been publishing my column for the past
two months?”

The editor checked his desk top
publishing software and calmly said,
“You’re right, I guess I just forgot.”

“Haven’t my readers called to 
complain?”  I asked with a laugh to hide
my indignation.  

“No one has called or written,” 
answered the editor.  He didn’t even 
catch my sarcasm.  “Hesh keep on
sending your articles.  We’ll get them 
into future editions.” 

From strictly a business perspective, 
I should have been satisfied.  I hadn’t 
lost a five year old account.  But I was
heart broken, my ego was totally 
deflated.  If I disappeared off the face 
of the earth tomorrow, he wouldn’t 
have noticed.

Didn’t he realize how hard I worked 
to produce a column?  How I hunker 
down in front of my computer for hours
finding just the right words.  But to this
editor I was just one more supplier.  
I was an additional brand of soft drink 
to put on the shelves.  If I wasn’t there,
the empty space would be filled by a
newer brand. 

Let’s be honest with ourselves, everyone
wants to be noticed.  No one wants to
walk into a networking meeting and be
totally ignored.  OK, the room isn’t filled
with my best friends.  But I do know some
of the people casually.  I’d hope someone
would approach me.

I hear my mom’s voice telling me.  
“Don’t be a wall flower.  Go up and
introduce yourself to some nice girl 
and ask her to dance.”  She was right, 
but just once, I’d want someone to 
come up to me and say.  “Hi my name 
is _______, and I always wanted to 
meet you.  I’ve heard so many exciting
things about your business.”

It rarely happens.  No, it never happens.
It’s like the TV show Cheers; we all want to
go to a place “where somebody knows
your name.”

So let’s see.  My editor client forgot about
me, No one asks for my business card at
networking lunches.  I feel like Charlie
Brown, deflated and dejected.  That’s why
most of us have dogs at home.  Their
affection and interest in us is unwavering,
thank God.

So what’s the take-a-way?  When a 
client doesn’t return your call, it doesn’t
mean that he’s giving you the brush off, 
or that he’s busy with his other suppliers.
No, it means he has totally forgotten
about you.  

And if  you can live with that, you’ll do well
in business.   

Hesh Reinfeld, an experienced journalist,
passionately believes that a properly
crafted bio or marketing profile will cause
a prospective client to be sufficiently
attracted to read it, and to feel, “I’d like to
meet this person.”  Perhaps you would
like Hesh to help you prepare a similar
biography for you, or to assist you with
writing assignments that will help you in
your market.

For example, please notice what a 
nice job Hesh did in developing  the
article on Jim Cantwell, RFC® that
appears on page 10.

Contact:  412 421 8379
hesh@heshreinfeld.com
www.heshreinfeld.com

Please Don’t Forget Me
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likely you are to be seen.  For your home
page, think of a “doorway” service that
would attract the right types of prospects.
You can always sell additional services
after you have made the initial contacts.  

Web Marketing Means 
Links, Links and More Links

Inbound links, that is. The more incoming
links to your site from other sites that
have more traffic than yours, the higher
you will be ranked by the search engines.
Each link is like a vote for relevancy.  A
link-building strategy is part of the specific
marketing advice that Financial Visions
provides for all IARFC website subscribers.
You can do the suggested steps at no
cost, just a couple of hours a week of 
your time.  

If you prefer to outsource some of the
tasks, you can choose an additional fee-
based service, called LocalSubmit, which
will list your website, company information,
and main search phrases in 50 local
online directories, like YellowPages.com.  
It quickly establishes inbound links from
those high-traffic locations.

Websites and Online Marketing 
Go Hand-in-Hand

Any business, no matter what type or
what location, requires marketing to 
truly succeed.  The same is especially true
with the Internet.  And just like annuities
and other investments, time improves
results, so the sooner you get started, the
better.  Your website is the foundation,
and as long as your site has the correct
content, and is loaded with the words and
phrases that people use to find your
services, you will actually get “crawled” by
the search engine spiders, and placed in
their massive indexes with those search
words.  However, because of the sheer
volume of competition, additional
marketing tactics are needed to attract
enough traffic to generate business leads.
These activities are remarkably easy to
do.  Let us show you how.   

Sylvia Todor is the Marketing Director 
for Financial Visions, an IARFC technology
partner that creates affordable, 
high-content websites.  To view the
website service that hundreds of RFCs
are using to connect with prospects and
clients, visit www.iarfcwebsites.com.  

Contact:  800 593 9228  
Sylviat@financialvisions.com
www.IARFCwebsites.com 

Hesh Reinfeld



What a week here in Thailand for me.  For
starters, Farmer Laap, our “ranch
foreman”, while walking over the field we
had just cleared and ploughed, found four
ancient artifacts.  They were relics from
the period a thousand and more years
ago when a Buddhist temple and village
occupied that site.  He offered me my
choice of the items and I chose a
beautiful triangular brass-relief carving of
Buddha in stone about three inches high.
The “grapevine” here is something
awesome, so within hours flocks of
neighbors and town folks were poring over
the field, all searching for more of these
valuable and revered artifacts.

The next day one of our cows, Wong
Deun, gave birth to a beautiful bull calf
who we named “Koaw Pong.”.  Which
means “white light”.

On Monday gold and silver started on a
rip which continued to Friday (and beyond)
and gave me the biggest week’s gains in
over 20 years since I have been investing
and sure made my bottom line look good!
And I fully expect the best is yet to come.

Following that, on Tuesday Farmer Laap
had a big gathering of friends and
neighbors to put on the new corrugated
tin roof I bought for him.  I also replaced
the ladder he used for entry with a new
wooden staircase and gave him some
paneling to “finish” a bedroom for him.  It
was quite a party.  Much like an old
fashioned barn-raising the Amish farmers
hold in Pennsylvania Dutch country.  The
fire-dangerous thatched grass lean-to roof
was replaced with tin salvaged from the
house roof.  That same day they finished
grading and leveling and filling in a pond
to give us several more acres of usable
rice fields.  Considering all the news about
a coming world shortage of rice and
wheat (and resultant skyrocketing prices
for those commodities) our timing could
not be better.

On Wednesday, under the able
direction of Pan’s mother, a devout
Buddhist, we had the official
blessing of our new house.  It
started with the village leader.  A
tall, impressive-looking man
dressed in a multi-colored tartan
sarong and holding an open, multi-
colored umbrella over his head, led
all the participants three times
around the house.  Pan carried a
four-foot pole over her right
shoulder with her purse with money
looped over the front end of the
pole and a small basket of various

fruits and vegetables and meat looped
over the back end, Chinese coolie style.
That symbolized always having plenty of
money and food.  I carried a small
headrest pillow symbolizing comfort.  We
then went into the bedroom where the
village leader laid down on the bed and
feigned sleep, then “woke up” to
announce he had a good dream about the
future of this house.  The gathering grew
larger and out of nowhere appeared a
saffron-garbed monk who was escorted to
the living room where he sat cross-legged
on the couch.  All the women
prepared food and after various
chanting by the monk and the
attendees, the choicest
sampling of all the food and
drink was set before the monk.

When he signaled he had his
full, the entire group, now
numbering over 40, sat cross-
legged wherever they could find
a space and ate a sumptuous
meal, Thai-style (everyone
eating from the food in bowls in
the center of the rug “table”).
When the meal was over the
monk got up and went first to
the bedroom
door and then to
the front door
where he used
his right
forefinger
dipped in a 
kind-of paint
and inscribed
symbols on each
door putting the
house and its
occupants under
the protection 
of Buddha 
and keeping out
evil spirits.
More people
continued to

show up all the time, including a
contingent of about 20 of Pan’s students
(they ended up coming back that evening
to camp at our farm for the night).
Somehow there was enough food for all
and everyone enjoyed socializing for the
afternoon.  Someone gave the monk a
ride back to his temple and all-in-all it was
quite an unforgettable ceremony.

Then the big news came on Thursday,
February 28th, when Pan and I went to
Bangkok to get her a visa to come to
America so I can introduce her to the
family.  We found out that we could get
married there since I had already filled
out the paperwork, so we went over 
to the government building and got
married in a civil ceremony required by
Thai law.  The “real” ceremony with family
and friends will take place in the near
future in Pan’s village.  

Cedar Key Jack   

Contact:  cedarkeyjack@yahoo.com
www.sunidakuvant.com

A Message from the Founder
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Jack and Pan with their new marriage certificate.



TOP FUND MANAGER PROFILE

J
ames Investment Research, a
$2.1 billion boutique in Alpha,
OH (a suburb of Dayton), has 
been managing stock and bond 

portfolios for
HNW clients
since 1972. Their
styles include
Balanced, Equity,
Mid Cap, Small
Cap, Micro Cap,
Market Neutral,
and Fixed Income.

The no-load James
Advantage Funds
have a $2000 minimum 
initial investment:
• The James Balanced: Golden

Rainbow Fund (GLRBX)
• The James Equity Fund (JALCX)
• The James Mid Cap Fund

(JAMDX)
• The James Small Cap Fund

(JASCX)
• The James Market Neutral Fund

(JAMNX).

JIR offers, Balanced, 60%+
(Aggressive Balanced) and Equity
styles to individuals through wrap
programs via an affiliated company,
James Capital Alliance. 

JIR’s investment philosophy is that
capital preservation in down mar-
kets is at least as important in cre-
ating and maintaining real wealth as
is peer-besting performance in up
markets. The hallmark of the Firm
is its disciplined, independent
research. Analysts at James
Investment Research follow over

8,500 stocks on a monthly basis
with information on more than 200
data items. Using proprietary and
time-tested techniques, JIR is able

to quantitatively
rank stocks based
on factors such as
positive and grow-
ing earnings, man-
agement confidence
and, preferably,
Wall St. neglect.
They seek stocks
exhibiting relative
price strength but
still trading at bar-

gain prices based on classic value
measures. Extensive qualitative
research is then done on those
stocks well-ranked by the model,
before a simple majority vote of the
Investment Committee (in reverse
order of seniority) places the stock
on the Buy list.

While any Investment Committee
member may call for a qualitative
review of any holding for any reason, a
review is mandatory when a holding’s
ranking by the JIR model falls out of
the top quintile. Employing this
methodology with discipline for the
past 35 years, the Firm is proud of its
track record (please see at www.jir-
inc.com), especially its up
market/down market capture ratios.

To receive weekly market commen-
tary via email, quarterly updates via
email or mail, and/or annual eco-
nomic outlooks via mail, all on a
complimentary basis, please visit
www.jamesfunds.com.

James Investment Research

Clockwise from top left: 
Brian Culpepper, David James,
Ann Shaw-Kremer, Tom Mangan,
Brian Shepardson, Barry James
and Dr. Frank James

Title: JIR is the Adviser to the
James Advantage Funds

Company: James Investment
Research

Fund: The James Balanced
Golden Rainbow Fund

Investing for a lifetime.

James
Investment
Research, Inc.

888-426-7640
Jeff Battles, Director of Marketing

www.jir-inc.com

Preservation of
capital is
important to
James
Investment
Research.

“

”

][

ADVERTISEMENT

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and
expenses of the Funds carefully before investing; this and other information about
The James Advantage Funds is in the prospectus, which can be obtained by call-
ing 1-800-99-JAMES. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest.
Distributed by IFS Fund Distributors, Inc., 303 Broadway Street, Suite 1100,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, member FINRA/SIPC. Investment products offered are
not FDIC insured, may lose value and have no bank guarantee.

• We will honor the confidentiali-
ty of our clients.

• We bear special trust and
responsibilites to our clients.

• It is our earnest objective that
all clients prosper and benefit
by our research equally.

• We will never take investment
actions for our own portfolio’s
with the objective of short term
gain at our clients’ expense.

James Investment Research
Employee Code:



Financial professionals helping people do a better job of spending, saving, investing, insuring & planning

the

International Association of Registered Financial Consultants
Financial Planning Building - 2507 North Verity Parkway
P.O. Box 42506 - Middletown, Ohio 45042

phone
800 532 9060

fax
513 424 5752

email
Info@IARFC.org

web
www.IARFC.org

New IARFC Members

Michael Balloo, RFC, Trinidad
John G. Balzer, RFC, MA
Evelyn Bandoh, RFC, DC

Philip J. Bello RFC, FL
Pamela G. Brubaker, RFC, SC

David W. Burns RFC, WV
Kenneth V. Byers RFC, OH

Michael A. Carmichael, RFC, UT
Edwin R. Cassell, RFC, IN

Ashvin H. Chheda, RFC, TX
R. Douglas Cobb, RFC, CA

Justin R. Craft, RFC, AL
Gracio A. Garcia, RFC, MA
Brian R. Hansen, RFC, SC

Lawrence C. Hollatz, RFC, CO
Sarah E. Jacobsen, RFC, WA

John Kwasny, RFC, IL
Heather C. Latham, RFC, MD
Amanda W. Letson, RFC, AL

Russell G. Luce, RFC, IL
Brian J. Mullen, RFC, PA

Daniel P. Ostlund, RFC, WA
William R. Pope, RFA, GA

Timothy R. Randle, IV, RFC, AL
Jon Schlueter, RFC, NY

William Scott Scholz, RFC, WA
Zvi Shtifter, RFC, MA

Daniel F. Spagnolo, RFC, NY
Mark D. Stein, RFC, CA
Ari Stonehill, RFC, MA

Joshua D. Swayne, RFC, WA
Michael P. Tiritilli, RFA, IL

Brad Ullrich, RFC, AZ
Janice A. Viands, RFC, NY
Daniel R. West, RFC, NY

Nicholas B. Yeomans, RFC, GA
James W. Zalenka, RFC, PA

Robert Bowman, RFC
Michael Fleigelman, RFC

David Guttery, RFC
Robert Hamm, RFC
John Keeble IV, RFC
Randy Leubke, RFC
Russ Morgan, RFC, 

Lew Nason, RFC
Bill Nelson, RFC
John W. Nichols

Randall Yeomans, RFC

Members Who
Recommended New

IARFC Members

Referror of the Month
Bill Nelson, RFC
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